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PREFACE 
The work performed under this contract represents the first phase in development 
of a diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser. A space-qualified version of tl-..is device is a candi-
date for use as a transmitter in space communications. The objective addressed in this 
task was the specialization and improve ment of GaAIA s diodes for F c :YAG pumping. Im-
provements were sought in the form of increased extern8.1 quantum efficiency and bette r 
thermal design. The diode design was made so that the device pac kir:.g dp. nsity could be 
maximized, and so that there would be no masking of emitted light o~· mechanical inter -
ference by electrical contacts. 
Beginning with epita.,xial groy,1:h of diode mate r ial , this progr2.r:i e;..'tended through 
fabrication of diode devices and thei r evaluation . Also included was the investigati on 
of some low melting point glass material 0 be used as an adhesive ;::1 anticipated lase r 
designs . T he main feature of this program was the gro,,'th of Ga...l.L-. 3 by liquid phase 
o 
epitaxy on GaP wafers . S in ce GaP i s transparent to the 3 100.-\ elLis.') io n fr om the 
diod es, it can serve well 2.S a supporting s!J.bS~Tate 00 ',v!:llcb ve ry ~L;) laye rs of Ga.-U--\s 
of a minimum b8JI.d - gap emission s tructu r e can be grov,.u . 
Efficient Gn..t'..LA.s diodes were gTown GO GaP and , for tc.e ST!l~ll .:: alLple pr oduced, 
shO\ved as much as 2 to 3 times the effi c iency expecled fo r previou 3~:: produced i;':'mo-
junction diodes . Tec [t~iques for cont3.~ting and bonding the diodes '.'::; :e ceve loped . 
DioJ8S of the desired form v;ere preduced 2.:1d sho l.\-n to exhibit the ;::,'edicte d cn3rac -
t8r:stics . Problems \·;h.ich appea r to be rel aced ~o tr.e crystal gro-;:;: :, direct:or: were 
feund ill mes3. e t crul.'.?;. _";'ddi~ioo.ai. prooler-s have bee!1 fou ;)d in .:1:;",:- crac~:i:J.g and 
surface roughness of "".aier . 
Further devel opment of th~se diodes is recommended . As tbe ':2 ... -t s te p towa r d 
utilization in a las e r device, a r elatively Luge number of these dic'c" ; s shoul d be pro -
duced to establisQ production procedures and give a statistical bas e fo r further evalua-
tion . There remain some problems discovered, during the course ':: 1 'this wo r k , which 
appear tr a ctable and merit further attentio n. The causes and eliml.: a tion of layer crac k-
ing should be studied more extens i vely , and the approp riate conditi ::'ilS for gro\:rc h on 
(100) c rystal planes should be established . 
Reproduced from 
best available copy. 
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Section 1 
lliTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
This rePort describes the work performed in electroluminescent diode develop-
ment during the per iod beginning in June, 1971 and ending in January , 1972 . Stimu-
lated by the eventual need for optical com munications s ystems fo r space application, 
m.uch attent ion has been d irec ted towa rd s e veral laser t ransmitte r s . Of these pot ential 
cand idates, the Nd:YAG lase r is prese n t ly pree m inent. This laser de r ives, from a 
crystalline ac tive medium, an e mis sion a t 1. 06 }km , a near infr ared wavelength for 
which r easonably good detecto r s exist. Since the Nd :YAG lase r c a',1 be mode - loc ked to 
produc e subnanos econd pulses, communications systems utiliz ing it can meet and 
exc eed gigahertz information bandwidths. 
The choice of Nd :YAG fo r furthe r development pr esents an addi tional design selec-
tion . Thr ee p r omising excitation sources exist fo r this laser: a r c lamps, sola r ene r gy , 
and e lectrollJmine~ce!1t dicdes . Bcfor e tl-,e ultimate selection of o ;-;c , or a combination, 
of thes e sources as most advantageous fe r space application , each is being develeped 
expe r imentally . 
Sinc e the experimental fea3ibil'ty of plallar GaAIAs d iod es as p mp sou.ces was 
shown earlier; th's program ',vas initiated to de velop diode 3 spe c if: t' .:llly de:3igned fo r 
Nd:YAG p '.lm~ing. Several dioee il.lp r oveJ:.~ e!lts we r e concei 'fed . : ",:-:, se ir.-...pr.)ve:ne ts 
can be unde r stood by st-Jdying the homojta:ct:on Ga.'\lAs diode . Fi <;.: re 1-·1 shov.:s a 
trans ve rse section of a homojunction di ode . Light is created, by e n-ier reco:nbina-
tion at the p- n junction , when a forward bias voltagA is a;::pJied to : :','; diode . The v;n.ve -
lengtb of the light created in thi s p rocess deper.ds on the fractior-a: ":O:1tent of aluminum 
in the GaAIAs cryst2.l. To be used as a..:1 excitation source for ~d: "'.,.-AG, the most de -
sirable emission wavelength is about S070.t This E:mission wavel ,:':l gih is produced 
when the GaAlAs crystal contains about 11 mole percent aluminum. The efficiency of 
the r adiati ve r ecombination process, in material of that compositiG:'., i3 ';ery high - ap -
proaching 100%. The bandwidth of the light emitted is dependent, in part, upon the gr ad -
o ~ ient of the aluminum in the junction region. Th-e bandwidth varies fre m 250A to 400A in 
o 
average bomojunction diodes, and is generally a litt le greater than 200A. A reduction 
in the bandwidth of the diode emiss ion would increas e the Nd : YAG ;:;um ping efficiency 
through a better match to the neodymium absorption spect rum . T~ ! s can be seen from 
the Nd;YAG absorption spectrum , shown in Figu r e 1-2, whieh was ::lE:asur ed using a 1. 5 
mm t hickness of lutetium compensated Nd: YAG. The neodymium duping level is app r ox-
imately 1% whi ch is the same as that used in p r es ent l a s er r ods. 
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F igure 1- 2. Detailed Absorption Spectrum of Nd :YAG in the Transitions from 
4r9/2 to 4F 5/ 2 & 2H9 / 2 States at Room Temperature 
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Although light is efficiently generated at the p-n junction of this device, the exter-
nal effic'iency is much lower (::::1% into ai r). The degradation in effIciency results from 
the high refractive index of the semiconductor material, which makes the critical angle 
for total internal reflection at interfaces very small (::::15 ' at GaAlAs-air interfaces). 
(See Equation 3.4-2.) Light reflected at these boundari es 1s eventually absorbed within 
the material. The absorption in the n-type region of the material is not very high 
(a:::: 10 cm-1), but virtually all light passing into the p-region is lost. This absorption 
results from free carriers and from the reduced bandgap in the p-region. To under-
stand the situation fully, a brief summary of the diode growth and fabrication technique 
is helpful. 
Customarily , liqUid phas e epitaxial gr owth begins wit h the int r oduct ion of an n-
type GaAs seed wafer into an n- doped GaALAs melt conta ining a highe r conc entration 
of alum inum than that pr oduc ing the deSired emiss ion wavelength. Growth is initiated 
by varying the melt temperatur e. As the gr owth pr oceeds , variation in temperatur e 
and melt aluminum concent r ation dete rmine the stoichiometr y of the gr owth . As the 
te mperatu re is dec r eas ed and groVt'th proceeds, the a luminum concent r ation in the 
c rystal dec r eases . Afte r about 25 jJ-m of gr owth , the aluminum concent r ation has 
r eac hed that characte rist ic of the desired emission wavelength , and a p- type counte r 
doping is added to form the p- n junc tion. Gr owth is then continued to add about 100 
}km of p- ty-pe ma te r ial necessary fo r physical strength of the diode devic es. During 
this final growth , the aluminum concentration continually dec reas~s so that the band-
gap ene r gy of all this mate r ial is lower than that a~ the p- n junction. T his cor.dition 
produces the st r ong absorpdon previously mentioned . To comp lete tr:e pr ocessing, 
the seed crysw.1 of GaAs is comple tely lapped off , leaving 0!11y tr.e epitaxia l growth 
laye r s. Application of the electrical contacts , dicing, and bond in"" operations com-
plete the di cde device fabrication . (See Figure 1- 1. ) 
Another S O~ll'ce of los s is the presence of the n- type e lect ri c;u contact above a por-
ti on of the p- n junction . T hi s contact consi3ts of AuGe ~i meta.lJU1'~y aru:j is o~a~lle 1.n 
th e emitted r adiation . This contact degrades the outpu t effic ien cy by the r :ltic of the 
total junction \'.'idth to the contact width since li ght is e!1litted iron ?Ji the junction width 
but the por tion unde r the contact is blocked . The refore , a m in imu:n contact wi dth of 
about 90 fLm on a total device width of 340 }km r edt:ces the efficiency by 26 , 5%. Thi s 
loss of efficiency exacerb~tes an al r eady troublesom e thermal p r oblem which is also 
incumbent on this diode structur e. 
Ther e a r e two mechanisms of heating in electrolumines cent di ooes . One i s the 
di r ect conversion through ohmic heating due to bulk r esistIvity f'....T).d C0!2tact r esista!:.c e . 
The other is the r eabsorption of li ght. In the us e of the homojunction diode , it is r ea-
sonable to assume that almost all of this heat is deposited in the p- regi on between the 
p- type contac t an d the junction. This heat must be conducted th r OUGh the 100}km laye r 
of GaAIAs to the heat sink. T his heating can r esult in a Significant (30 0 C or more) 
t emperatur e ri se between the diode base and junction. Because the exte rnal quantum 
effic iency is al s o dependent on the tempe r ature, decreaS ing as the temper ature in-
creases, such temperature increases are undesirable. 
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The Itemperature dependence of the quantum efficiency. TJ • can be empirically char-
acterized by the relationship 
TJ tnt (T) cs: exp (E a/kT) 
The apparent activation energy. Ea. has observed values in the range 0.02 to 0.09 eV 
for several GaAlAs LEDs measured. 
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Section 2 
PROGRAM GOAL AND PROPOSED APPROACH 
The goal of this program was to develop an improved electroluminescent diode for 
U...I.V".4"" 1 ____ ___ ".A._A." __ ...... . Co ; ~ ... 
.......... ....... .a~4 ___ a._",,'Vu. ... v~u .... ~ .. ~~&~.t,;;O~O~~_ :lO"~4"",,- ~\...I\...,;.O~~LCL· 1 .~Llc..;~ 
characteristics and form factors. Specific improvement of internal quantum efficiency 
was sought through optimization of band gap structure and doping density. External 
quantum efficiency could be improved by reducing internal absorption and eliminating 
contact masking of the junction region. A new diode shape would improve heat conduc-
tion and optical coupling effici ency. To achieve this goal a diode structure was proposed 
which is shown schematica~ly in Figure 2-1. 
GaP (n-type) 
G3AIAs (n- type) 
p·n Junction 
GaAIAs (p ·wpe) 
Figure 2-1. Back Contact Diode 
The proposed diod'e consists of epitaxial layers of Ga.A.IAs r;r c~·;n on GaP. The 
ideal starting material for epitaxial growth is a crystal lattice se er:: wafe r of dimen-
sions perfectly matched to the dimensions of the overgrowth layers , having good ther-
mal conducti vity and being transparent to radiation at the desired €t:!lission wavelength. 
o 
Table 2-1 lists possible substrate materials which are transpa rent to 8100A light. 
However, all materials except for GaP were re jected as substrates for one of the fol-
lowing reasons: (1) not avai lable in suitable sizes, (2) noncompatib.8 lattice constant, 
(3) no grovrth of Ga1 _y'AlxAs by the liquid phase epitaxial method . Although there ex-
ists a small lattice mismatch with the GaAl As lattice , single crystel GaP satisfies 
most of the reqUirements for the seed wafer. GaP is available in v:afe r sizes which 
are useful for epitaxy and therefore was chosen as the supporting s'.!bstl'ate for the diode 
design. 
Reproduced from 
best available copy. 
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Table 2-1 
SUBSTRATE MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Band Lattice Average 
Material Gap(l) Constant(2) Substrate 
0 Area (eV) (A) (cm2) 
SiC 2.2-3 4. 36 0.1 
AlAs 2.16 5. 66 none 
GaP 2.25 5.45 1-2 
AlSb 1. 6 6 . 09 1-2 
ZnSe 2. 80 5. 66 0. 1-0. 2 
Z nTe 2.26 6 .1 1- 2 
Al 203 >3 . 0 4. 75 (3) 1- 6 
MgO > 3.0 4.2 1-6 
Notes: 
0 
1. 8100 A = 1. 5 3 eV 
0 
2. GaAs = 5 . 65 A 
3. Hexagonal - Rhomb ic Structure 
In addition to the us e of a t ran5!1are nt substrate, it is aiso desir:lble to be able to 
form the EL diode struct' e in _ uch a m?_.l1ncr thot th e m:lterial acijac"c !"t to (on both 
sid es of) the active r e combination r egion is also a \vindow . At the s:.:m c time it should 
not int::'oducc con1pct itive nonrndi :-! ti\"c centers \\thief! rcdu~e efficicl;·,: ics in the active 
r egion . S'.lch a condi tion is ideally mct '.I.ith the Gal _xAlxAs syst..:r'fl. A::; ::;e~n in Fig-
ure 2-2 , the band gap en e rgy increases vith Al conc entration. FU 7't e:et-more , c hange s 
in composition ca n occur \vithou t sigr:i ficant ChW15135 i.u i.Q.tt"i~c Cvt!5:.-::· :.. .. 7? i.i ~ :;i~::4l.!.~ivn 
c an be contrasted with the GaAs 1_xPx system where compositional (,:1~nges a r e ac -
companied by detrime!lt:ll lattice constant ch~nge s . It is the iack of: ttiee constant 
mismatch which is respo!1sib le for the success of the Ga l x Al As ih:te r ojunct ion l ase r 
- , x 
devices . 
Thus: it is possible to grow a structure in which all the m ateri Ql outside the ac ti ve 
!'egion whe!'e r adiative r e combi nation occu rs has a larger band gap t~an the active r e -
gion . Such a structure is shown schematically in F igure 2-3 . The 0p tical consequences 
of this structur e will be discussed in more deta il in Subsection 3 . 1. 2. 
This structure .can be shown in the following manner. On th e prepar ed surface of 
the GaP seed wafer , a high bandgap n- type GaAlAs l aye r is gr own to a thickness of 10 
to 15,u.m . This layer is followed by two p-type laye r s of GaAIAs, the first of the desired 
emiss ion bandgap, and the neA"t of a higher bandgap. These layers have a total thickness 
of 15 to 20 f1-m . The diode fabrication is compl eted by mesa etching, application of con-
tact stripes , diCing, and bonding in suitable a rrays. 
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In this diode st ructu r e , li ght again or iginates a t t he p- n junc tio:l and is emit ted 
through the n- Iaye r and the GaP subst r at e . Eff ici e nc y of this diode '~an be inc r eased , 
b ec ause the abs (wpt ion of the laye r s is r educed by bandgap t ai l o r in ~ 3.nd the absorb ing 
layer t hickness is s ubstant iall y r educ ed f r o m the case \\'he r e the seed wa fer must he 
lapped away from the epitaxy . The pos ition o f the el ect r ic a l contac : ,:; on thi s des ign 
satisfies t he r eq ui r ement fo r a \'oi clir,g masking c f the junction and 3. : ,) 0 al lows the diod e 
to be us ed in a des ign sugges t ed sche mat ically in Figure 2- 4. 
Crear Y o.G Half E II .Ct IC31 
Su r ' oC~ PoilVl~ i r.d Ce ated Nit" SIlver \ 
GaAI,..\s D Iodes 0 .5 rnm WIde 
To u r l engtr"l 5 em 
f---- 1.6 en ----1 (
CVlonde< . Sem Long. Ou ts .de \ 
.-.----~~~~ -.-~-~~--~ 
Nd ' VA : ;=tod 
1.5 mm .( 5 em 
Nd. 'fA G Rod 
1.5 mm Old. 
S em Long 
Note: The<Se configu rat ion'S art central ~C 1 l ons through [he pump cavity 
perocnd icu lar to the rod ,J)O S 
;/ GaAIA> 
I Diode 
\ 
4 mm 4 mm 
I ' , 
- 8 mm.-j .~ Clear 'fA G Halt. 
1---- 1.6 em .--j Elltottca l Cylinder 
b Doub le-Unit Con figuration 
Figure 2- 4 . Suggested Semielliptical Pumping Cavit ies 
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In this design, the diode array is bonded directly to a solid cylinder of yttrium 
aluminum garnet (Y AG) crystal. The GaP interfaces directly with this mat erial of 
refractive index n = 1. 82, and the critical angle for total internal reflection is then 
increased from 150 to about 320 • thus increas ing the d"iode emission by a factor of 4. 
The ''back-contact'' diode design achieves the other important goal sought by re-
ducing the thermal problem. By locating the junction only 10 J.Lm from the heat sink, 
approximately ten times the heat load can be applied to the new diodes for an identical 
temperature r ise. 6 T. This estimate is based on the expression derived for one di-
menBional heat flow . 
1 t::.T = ~ Q 
" ~~ 
In this equation I r epresents the distance from the junction to the heat sink; K , the 
thermal condu ctivity; A, the junct ion a r ea; and Q, the to tal heat to be conducted. Thi s 
advantage is particularly impor t ant s ince thermal effect s on pr eviC"lsly constructed 
diodes have been manifested by a nonlinear r e l ati on between d ri ve <::urr en t a nd li ght 
outpu t. When oper ated in a pulsed mode (::: 500 J.Ls pulses ) the li gh~ ou tput inc r eas e s 
linea rly with the current, up to cu r r ent densities of 400 A/ cm2 or !-.:fgher. However, 
when DC exc it at ion is applied, the d iode output r eache s a max irr.~lm typ ic all y at 125 
to 150 A/ c m 2 and further increases in cu rrent actually r edu ce the :ight output. This is 
shown fo r a "typic al homo junction diode in F igure 2- 5. 
2. 1 Th'NOVATIO~ REQUIRED BY THIS- TEC H~ICAL APPROA CH 
Most Significant of the technologica l steps r equired by this pn :;ram was the 
gr owth of the efficient GaAIAs s emiconduotor mate r ia l on single c ::sta. l G2P . ~o 
s imilar system has eve r been r epor ed and l:13.ny details of gro'.n h ~ uc h as direction , 
thermal pr ofile, phosphorous contamination of the junction , and g-':- - ":'l:h r ates had to 
be as c ertained . 
Anothe r significant innovatio n was the fab r ication of the new c "~ : :ces . Photoli-~10 -
gr aphy and chemical etching techniques had to be developed to pro(. ": e me~ a diodes of 
the prope r size and shape . F lip- chip so lde r c onnec t ions fo r use C e_ evaporat ive ly 
coated be r ylium oxide ci rc uit boar ds had to be dev is ed . 
Metallurgical contacting techniques we r e carefully eKplo r ed ('l .'ind the lowest con-
t a~t r es is tance fo r both n- and p- type mater ial , r equir ing the s tud:: of the partic ula r 
alloys and the m ethod of app lication to the mate r ial. 
The necessity fo r bonding the d iode a rray d ir ectly on the s olie1 reflec to r without 
air inte r fac e , as depic ted in F igur e 2 - 4 , sugges ts the use of high ; " fr ac tive index ad-
hesive between the diodes and the r eflec tor. Otherwise , t he total ~ "l te rna l r efl ect ion 
advantage would b e r educ ed . One cand idate fo r this adhesive is a ; J W m elting point 
glass made fr om a r senic , s ulfur, sel enium , bromine , or iodine . Som e in vestigation 
of this m ate r ia l was made under this progr am to show the feas ibLi"'y of its use . 
Application of a r eflective c oating to the sides of the diode off £' r s a furt he r in-
creas e in the useful light output. The refl ec tivity of e lec tr ica l c or.:ac ts we r e meas ur ed 
and techniques fo r application of refl ec tive coatings to other surfaces requ ired furthe r 
innovation. 
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Section 3 
EXPERIMENT AL PROCE DURE AND RESULTS 
3.1 SEMICONDUCTOR GROWTH 
The purpos e of the semiconductor growth experiments was to explore the growth 
of new light emitting diode structures on a nonabsorbing semiconductor substrate. 
The material used for the light emitting diode (LED) structures was Gal_xAlxAs, and 
the nonabsorbing substrate was GaP. G a l-xA1xAs has been previoc:s ly used for both 
efficient electroluminescent sources l ' and much improved room ten:pe rature laser de-
vices. 2,3,4,5 For these previous devices, Gal-xAlxAs layers have been grown on 
GaAs substrates by the liquid phase epitaxial (LPE) method. 6, 7 It was felt that the 
only impediment to further enhancement of electroluminescent efficiencies in Gal_xAI-
xAs LED structures was the use of Ga.A.s substrates, which absorb radiation emitted 
by Gal_xA lxAs. In order to remove the Ga.As substrate, it is nece'Ss ary to grow thick 
layers of Gal_xAlxAs. This requires a .complicated and time cons Lm ing brute force 
crystal growth te cbno logy . However . it has been shown recently tn3.t thick layers of 
Gal_~lxAs growu on GaAs can lead to devices with improved qua!~:'lm efficiencies. 8 
For this p :rogram, it was assumed tha~ . if Gal_01x-<\s would epito.:'. :ally depos it on GaP 
substrates by LPE, further improver.1ents in ext.e rna.1 4uan tum effic iencies could be ex -
pe c ted , provided tbe Ga1 _X-A..1x<\s layers gro'xu on GaP had the s am :- cpti cal and ele c -
tronic proper ies as those grown on Ga.A.s . Therefore. the follow;,:; experimental de-
sign plan was adopted: 
1) Develop growth procedures for an optimal Ga1_xAlxAs L E::J st r ucture on 
GaAs which produces the expected efiiciencies . 
2) Substitute GaP substrates fo r GaAs . 
3) Adjust growth procedure to accommodate the GaP, if nec ~ .:: sary . 
4) Conduct auxiliary experiments to study unexpected resul t :: , if any. 
3.1.1 EXPERLV1E NTAL PROCEDURE 
The LPE methods used in these experiments have been descr it.c d previously . 9, 10, 11 
However, to orient the reader, a schematic diagram of the appar at:ls is shov-.'11 in F ig-
ure 3-1. The apparatus has four main parts which are made of hi gi purity, high den-
sity graphite. Part a is an outer crucible, which contains parts b , c, and d when 
assembled. Part a also prevents rotation of the four melt chambers, within part d, 
with respect to the substrate holder, part b, and the carbon spacer for melt transfer, 
• part c. 
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The additional features which can be seen are: (1) a cutaway view of a melt cham-
ber with a GaAs source bar , e; (2) a melt chamber, f, with a quartz tube, leading to 
the exterior, used to insert a dopant into the melt during growth; and (3) the manner in 
which the carbon spacer, c, is fixed to the substrate holder, b. In operation, the sub-
strate holder and the spacer for melt transfer are rotated from one melt chamber to 
another via a quartz rod connected from part b to a handle outside of the quartz con-
taining vessel. The vessel containing the quartz is constructed to facilitate vacuum 
baking, hydrogen back filling, and continuous flushing. 
To prepare a gr owth, a GaAs (100) substrate is lapped to the prope r thicknes e : 
etched in 1:3:4, HF :HN0 3: H20 for 30 s ; and rinsed in de ionized water . The etched 
wafer is placed into a r ecess in part b, t hen part c is p laced on part b, t hus holding 
the GaAs w3..fer in plac e . P a rt d is then placed on the band c assembly so tha t the 
wafer is located under the vent ing hole between two of the melt cha mbe r s . Next , the 
melt chamber s are char ged with an etched polyc r ystalline slab of undoped GaAs. Then , 
the proper am ount o f Ga, Al and dopant are loaded into the chambers. As s embled par ts 
b, c and d are loaded into part a , and the ent ire assembly is placed into the quar tz 
containi ng vessel. The app£:t r atus is generally vacuum baked at 300 0 C- fo r about 30 
m inutes to r emove any absor bed water from the c ar bon parts. Alter back fill ing with 
palladium diffused hydrogen and continuous fl ushing, the apparatus is br ought to the 
crys tal growih temper atur e using a r esistance furnace having a unifor m tempe r a tu r e 
profi le and cont r oll ed to ±O. 10 C . The te mper ature is held constan t fo r about 1 hour to 
allow each m elt to achieve solid-liquid equilib r ium. T hen , the GaAs wafe r is r otated 
into a pos ition und e r one of the melt chambe rs , thus bringi ng the w:"fe r into contact 
'Nith one of the melts. At th is po int, crystal gr o'.'lth cal1 be initiated by one o f several 
proc edur eS . In one meti1Od , the temperature Ca!1 be lowe r ecl at a p:'ogrammed r ate , 
prooucing g ro\vth by the normal l iquid phase epitaxy mode of gro\,:t:, . A procedure 
m odificat ion is to r otate the subst r ate to a position between the WE:lt chamber s. This 
pt'ocedure transfers cU1d confines a small volume of melt from the chambe r under which 
the \vafer had been positioned . ;';e"i , the r.ormal liquid phase epit~xy pr ocedure is 
used . However , by using small melt \-OlWl1es, the gro',vth thie:knes :; and uniformit y can 
be controll ed better than the gro\\ih thicknes s uni fo rmity obtained l: sing la r ger melt 
volumes for the same cooling r ates and total temperature span . 
Alternatively, growth can be initi ated by m a intaining the temperature constant and 
rotating the substrate back and forth between two melts of diffe r ent pJ concentrat ions . 
Growth by the latte r method (15:'1) occurs when a small volwne of a Ga-rich solution of 
GaAlAs, at so lid - liquid equilibrium, is isothermally mixed with a GaAJAs mf!Jt at 
s olid - liquid equilibr ium and having a diffe r ent composition than the fi rst solution . The 
m L\.ing of the two solutions r esults in a new supersa turated solutio:1 . If a GaAs or 
Ga 1_xAlxAs single c r ys tal solid - liqu id interface is located near th e solution mixing in-
terfa ce, Ga l_xAlxAs epitaxial layers will deposit. The degree o f supe r saturation and , 
he nc e , the amount of g rowth , inc r eases with the volume of transfe rred mel t. In the 
previous appa r atus, this volume was 0 . 2 cm 3 and it could not be changed easily. How-
ever, the t r ansfer volume of the p r esent appar atus is p r opor tion al to the thickness of 
carbon spacer that is used . Furthermor e, the sp ace r design permits s malle r transfer 
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volumes than before. For example, a spacer as thin as O. 025 c~ or 0.037 cm3 in 
volume, can be used without the loss of the solid-liquid interface during transfer. 
Thus, layers grown with this spacer are about 0.2 times as thick as the layers grown 
in the previous apparatus, with the other growth conditions constant. 
The apparatus can be operated in yet another mode which can be important for 
some applications. By leaving out part c, the carbon spacer, and adjusting the posi-
tion of substrate surface to be 0.001-0.002 cm below the surface of part b, the melt 
can be wiped away from the substrate during transfer between melt chambers . . 
3.1. 2 TARGET LED STRUCTURE 
The target Gal-xAlxAs LED structure for this program was desc ribed in Section 2 
and shown in Figure 2-3 . This structure is called the minimum bar.d gap (!\IBG) structure, 
because all of the Gal - xAlxAs outside the planar region we re radi ative recombination 
occurs has an energy band gap large r than that of the action region. The consequence of 
this is that the peak 'energy of the light emitted in the active layer i.., less than the 
absorption edge of the material outside the active layer; hence, ligr.! produc ed in the 
active layer will not be strongly absorbed outside the active laye r. Thus, if all the sur -
faces of a not quite parallelep iped structure, except one with an a r ea equal to the surface 
area of the active layer , are coated with a good reflective coating. -;"1 = .01, then an 
expres sion can be derived which will approx imately relate e:-..1:ernal s fficiencies to 
internal efficienc ie s . (Reference 16) 
The light power absorbed in the active region of the device is: 
p v V a g 
where 
v 
3 P = energy density (joules / cm ) 
group velocity of light (cm/ s) 
V volume of active layer (cm 3) 
-1 
a = absorption constant in active layer; :::::: 100 cm 
flux out of surface is: 
1/4 P v g T 2 
where T2 = transmissivity of window area flux lost to reflective coated surfaces =: 0.1 cm- 1 
1 /4 P v Tl g 
where T 1 = transmissivity of coated area -1 :::::: 0.01 cm 
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power out surface 
total light power 
where 
Al = area of surface = area of active region 
A2 = area of coated surface 
V=LXA 1 
where 
L = thickness of active region::::: IfL 
The final result is: 
where 
thus 
photons / s 
electron/ s 
x = ar ea of refle ctive coating 
'7
est 
::::: 0 . 6 '7 int 
area window ::::: 2 
For a diode emitting into air \vithout the benefit of r eflecting s -~:rfaces the external 
efficiency is not high. An est imate of that efficiency can be der ive:j fo r purposes of 
growth evaluatio n. Consider an e lement of junction area , dA, wh ic.1 r adiates isot r opically 
such that the flLL,( which passes through the cone between the angles 8 and 8 + 68ls 
I 
o cos 8 d 8 
27T 
where 10 is the total radiant flux emitted by dA. The total flux emi .ted by dA toward 
the window is 
cp=27T 8=!!.. J I 2 
cp=o 8=0 
I I 
o cos 8 ' sln 8 dcp d8= 2° 
27T 
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The total flux falling within the core of the critical angle for total internal reflection is 
I 
2°Tr cos 8 sin 8 d 8 d 4> = 10 
2 
sin 8 
c 
2 
Therefore, the fraction of the total radiation that could be emitted is 
2 
sin 8 
c 
2 
or in the best case 
. 2 e SLn 
c 
2 
--- ------- --------
TJ . t Ln 
If thi s structure were grown on an abso r bing GaAs , a nd assuming all the light that is 
r e fracted at the window at an angle greate r than critical angle is abso rbed , the n, 
1] ::::: (0 . 035) 1]. t 
ext Ln 
for diodes i n which lhe ? r ea of tre s urface is mu ch l a r ge r than the SlIm of the area o f 
the s ide faccs . Wben thq) Fres ne l reflectio n coefficients are used in rhe ana lysis (Sub -
section 3 . 4) the exte rnal quantum effici e ncy is gi \'en by 
1] :::::( 0 . 025)1] . . 
ext Int 
T hus , we have pe rformance criteria for evalu ating :-'IBG structures ;10wn on Ga.A.s 
subs trates . 
Using thi s criteria of effic iency , the gro\\th procedures we re 8.c::us ted for the 1-fBG 
structure on GaAs until 1] e.\.t > O. 01 was achieved . 
3 .1. 3 RESULTS - :\TBG STRUCTURE ON GaAs 
T able 3- 1 shows a summary of the gr o\\·ih conditions and r esult s of 10 ::VIBG growths 
011 GaAs substrates . The fourth column ind icates the \ve ight of AI 2.Jded to a 5 g Ga 
me lt. The letter p or n , above each number , indicates the conducti.· .. ity type o f each 
melt. These melts we r e doped with 1. 5, 1. 5, 3.5 , and 200 mg of Z::l , Zn, Te , and Sn 
r espectively . 1t can be seen that efficienc ies of > 1% were achieved three t imes and that 
fo r most of those cases for wh ich either the efficienc ies we r e lower or the run failed, 
some par ameter had been changed . It appear s fr om Table 3- 1 that change s in Al 
concentrat ion, cooling rate, and growth temperatur e greatly affect quantum efficiencies . 
However , the manne r in which changes in these par ameters affect tte electrical and 
opt ica l properties is not yet understood and many mor e expe ri ments must be perfor med 
in ord e r to ver ify these effects. The composit ion pr ofiles of an opt ima l MBG str uctur e , 
P 160, is shown in Figur e 3-iL The gr owth cond itions of a n opt imal structure are li sted 
in T able 3-2. 
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Table 3-1 
MINIMUM BAND GAP ACTIVE REGION LED STRUCTURE ON GaAs 
Run No. Orient. Type At We ight per Melt (mg) Coolin~ Spa n pe l' Melt (0e) Start Temp. Upheat Cool Ra te (· C / m l n ) '7ext 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
P P n n 
P 160 100 p 3.1 1.7 3.5 200 5 2a 7 - 840 
-- 0.1 1. 4 x 10-2 
p p n n 
P 162 100 P 3.1 1. 8 3.0 200 6 2:1 2 
- 835 -- 0.1 
-
p p n n 
P 170 100 P 3.0 1.7 3.0 200 10 2 4 - 840 
- 0. 1 --
p p n n 
P 175 100 P 3.0 1.7 3.2 200 25 2 11 - 890 5 °C 0.17 0. 4 x 10- 2 
melt 
p p p n 
P 176B 100 P 3.0 3.4 1.G 3.0 12 18 2 10 890 5 · C 0.17 1- 2 x 10- 3 
melt 
p p n n 
P 184 100 P 4 . 3 1.5 6.2 200 7 23 8 - 840 
-
0.17 1- 2 x 10- 3 
, 
p p n n 
P 186 100 P 2. 9 1.5 2 . 9 200 5 2a 5 
- 840 -- 0 . 1 1- 2 x 10-2 
P P n n 
P 188b 100 P 3 . 3 1.7 3.4 200 10 2 10 
- 840 
-- 0 . 17 NA 
p p n n 
P 189b 100 P 3.0 1.6 3.0 20-0 10 2 10 
-
840 0.17 NA 
p p n m 
P 190b 100 P 3.1 1.5 3 . 2 2ll'O 5 1 5 - 810 0 . 1 o 1-2 x 10-2 
-
-
Notes : 
a) Cooling done between melts with 0.020 lnch ~pan . 
b) Me lt wipe. 
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-
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Figure 3- 2. Compos ition Profile of P 160 , 
an Optimal =-'rBG tructuTe Gr ow n on GaAs 
15 
Having esto.blished the gro\\th concli Lons ar:d composition profi:e: \\'hich produce 
optimal LED st r uctures on Ga.:-\s , tbe next step was tv r eplace the G:l:-\S subst rate 
wi t h GaP . 
3.1. 4 RESULTS - =-'IBG STRUCTURES ON GaP 
The first attempts to use the same growth conditio ns on GaP r esu lted in eithe r no 
gr owth or , at best , poo r growth. Table 3- 3 lists the sequence of t he e:-.-per imental 
condition t r ied fo r the 1GB on GaP . Runs 163 and 164 were attemp"s at achieving 
good growth at h igher gr owth temperatures than those normally us ed . The growth 
characteristics wer e much improved . Finally a 5° C upheat, in thE) presence of the 
entire melt at a growth start temper ature of 890 " C, and etching the substrate with 
1:1 , HC1:H202 resulted in acceptab le growth. Howeve r, the LED s tructure emitted 
light eithe r weakly o r not a t al l. An electron beam pr obe s tudy of p~(osphorous contam-
ination is shown in Figur es 3- 3 and 3- 4 for two of these structures . It can be seen 
that the phosphorus contamination level is about 0. 05 weight frac tion nea r the GaP-
Ga1_01xAs interface, and that it is about one order of magnitude les s in the acti ve 
3-8 
Table 3-2 
GROWTH SPECIFICATIONS FOR OPTIMAL LED STRUCTURE ON GaAs 
Layer 1 
Layer 2 
Layer 3 
Layer 4 
P 160 
Gao. 78Alo. 22As 
melt - 5g Ga; O. 0031g AI; O. 0015g Znj excess GaAs 
cooling span 5° C 
cool r ate 0.1 °C / min 
melt - 5g Ga; 0. 0017 AI; O. 0015g Zn; excess GaAs 
cooling span - 2° C between me lts with 0.020 inch spacer 
cool rate 0.10 C/ min 
Gao. 7SAI O. 25As 
melt - 5g G; O. 0035g AI; 0, 0035 T e ; c::c ess Ga.A.s 
cooling span - 7°C 
cool r ate 0.1 0 C/ min 
Growth te rmination melt. 
5g Ga ; - O. 200g Al 
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Table 3-3 
MINIMUM BAND GAP ACTIVE REGION LED STRUCTURES ON GaP 
Run No. Orient. Type Al Weight per Me lt (mg) 
1 2 3 4 
p p . n n 
P 163 111B p 3 . 0 1.4 3.2 200 
P P n n 
P 164 111B P 3.0 1.7 3 .3 200 
P P n n 
P 166 lllB n 3.3 1.7 3.5 200 
:' :' " " 
P IG~ lllB p 3 . 2 1.6 .I.S ~OQ 
p p n 0 
p 17 1' 111B P 3. 4 1. 5 3 .5 200 
p P 0 n 
p 17~ iliA P 3. 5 1. 6 3 . 3 200 
p p n n 
P 174' I11 B P 3 .4 1. 6 3 .0 200 
p p p 0 
P I, GA lllB P 3.0 ~ .4 1. 6 ~.O 
p p p n 
P 17 9 ' 111 0 P 3 .1 3. 2 1. 5 10 . 0 
p p p n 
P 1;; 2 l11 ti 3.5 3 . 1 1. 6 to.O p 1 
I n ? p p P 1" 7 100 n 
I 
12 - lG -
n n p p p 
P 192c 100 n 10 10 - 10 -I I 
I P P P n 
P 1 ~14 03 1 p 3 . ~ 3 . 2 1. 6 3. 6 
p p p n 
P l % III P 3. 0 3 .1 1. 5 3 . 0 
n n p p p 
P 197 I II P 10 10 - 10 -
P P P n 
P 19S ..c 111 p 3 . 4 3 . 4 1. 6 3 . 3 
n p p p 
P 202 111 n 12.2 - l G.l -
0 0 P P 
P 210 100 n 6. 2 6.2 - 6 .2 
r;o te 5: 
a) Cooli ng done be tw een melts in . 020 inch space r 
b) 
c) 
d ) 
. 020 inch space r 
\1 ~ 1t wipe 
Fu r nace up dur ing shut down 
Electro n bea m p r ofile 
Reproduced from 
best available copy, 
. 
I 
Cooling Span per Melt ('C) Start Temp. t:pl\eat Cool Rate ( ' C/ min) 'leX! 
1 2 3 
" 
8 3 2 
-
a 890 
-
0. 1 --
9 2 3 
-
890 
-
0.1 '-
10 3 
" 
-
890 S · C 0.1 
-
melt 
-- --------
... - ---- -
, 
-- . -- - I 
11 3 b v ... 
I men. I 
15 3 6 - 890 ;'C Ii 0.1 --melt 
I' Ii 
13 2 7 - ~90 s·c 
.I 
0 . 1 --
melt 
'I 
30 2 10 - g9 0 S' C i O. L7 --
melt I 
! 
12 1 2 10 S90 S ' C I 0.17 0. 6 - 1. .; ; 10':1 
m" It ! 
i 10 10' 1 5 890 S'C !> 0.17 0 .4 - 0. 1 ., I n ' :! . 
I ~.:tc cr I i 
10 9 1 5 &10 S ' C 
I 
0 .1 7 0 .3 - .J. 7 . lC.-
4
1 ~ 
· 
spacer .... I 
i 
6 1 2 - 5-10 -- 0. 1 S. C. 
i! 
3 ;; 1 2 2 &l0 - 0 . 1 I i\ . G. I 
O. l d I S . C. I 6 4 1 a 1 900 J'C spacertr 
-
;; 4 1 a 4 855 S·C O. l d S. C. 
SP3ccrh 
:! 
· 4 4 2 2 2 845 z' e 
· 
0 . 1 S.C . 
mel t • i 
I 
5 4 1 5 840 
I S · C I 0 . 1 4 - 6' 10- 4 
me l t I 
! 
10 1 2 1 855 S'C I 0. 1 S . C. me lt i 
i 
10 4 1 5 8S0 S' C I 0. 17 N. C. 
melt I 
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layer. It was concluded that, even though appreciable phosphorous contamination might 
be necessary to initiate good growth, its presence in the active layer might be detrimental 
for high quantum. efficiencies. This conclusion was further supported by the results of 
P 176A and P 17 6B, where growtn occurred Simultaneously on a GaP and GaAs substrate. 
For this run, me lt 2 duplicated melt 1 in order to "clean up " the phosphorous contamina-
tion before growing the active layer from melt 3. This run was the fi rst to show measure-
able light output of the MBG structure on a GaP substrate. The low quantum effic iencies 
of the structure were comparable for both substrates. However, the current-voltage 
characteristics were entirely different. Figure 3-5 shows a typical I-V characteristic 
for the GaAs substrate, while F igure 3-6 shows these properties for the GaP substrate. 
It was later shown that for the GaP substrate there is an additional nonlinear res istance 
in series with the LED due either to poor ohmic contact to the GaP, or to some sort of 
heterojunction barrier bet ween the GaP and Gal-xA10s. 
It was s t ill believed , a t the time , tha t the lo w effi c ienc ies and peculiar I-V cha r ac-
teristics wer e r elated to r esidua l phospho r ous c onta~ination, and attempts were made 
to further r educe the phospho r ous . Ther efor e , fo r P 179 the 5° C upheat was ca rr ied 
out in the presence of a lim ited volume of melt 1. This was done by r otating the s ub-
strate and a 0. 020 inch space r fu ll of me lt 1 to an in-between- melt chambe r pos ition 
prior to the 5° C upheat. T he r esult of this is shown in F igure 3- 7 . Notic e that near 
the GaP-Ga l_xAlxAs interface , the phospho r ous leve l is about 0. 005 , co mpar ed with 
the 0. 05 l evel fo r an enti r e me lt upheat. In the ac tive r egion, the phosphorous leve l 
dropped to be low the detection limit of O. q003 . Howeve r, the r e was no imp r ovement in 
quantum efficiencies over pr evious runs ·with higher pbospho r ous le';e1s . Indeed , P 182 , 
which was gr o v.'11 at 840 ° C with . even less phospho r ous , resulted in eve n l owe r quantum 
efficiencies . Thc metallurgica l feat'.J.r es of a typical l\ [BG growth on GaP a r e shown in 
Figure 3- 8. The surface features can be seen in Figure 9a and the fea tures of the 
Gal _010s laye rs are seen in Figure 9b . 
Next, several eA.'pe r iments we r e tried to produce gr owth surf2.c ,,·s other than the 
(Ill ) . (100) and (03 1) we re tried without succ ess . Fo r both of t...1-)e s e surfaces the 
gr o\vths \ye r e very nonunifo rm . An example of the SUrf;3..G8 for;;). 11 (; 0) e: rmuth i.e; .~h()u;n 
in Figure 3- 9. It is not certain what the r easons a r e f0!' thie !,0",~:- ,;e88; hcwe'.'e!' , later 
ex-pe r iments, in which the t empe r a ture gradient across the solid-li r,uid interface was 
increased , improved the smoothness for (100) growths on GaP . This is evidence fo r ~ 
s t r ong dependence of constitutional supercoo ling effects on growth di rection . 
Concurr ent with the MBG exper iments , a progr am was begun to grow Ga1 _~l0s 
layers with graded compositions on GaP s ubst r ates . The layers were grown so that X 
for GAl_0l~s dec r eased in a linear fashion fr om the GaP i il ~t::l:{i:1Ct:: ~V lilt:: ;:;urI i:1ct:: VI 
the gr owth. A p-n junction formed parallel to the GaP interface , anywhe r e a long the 
growth axis , shows that when li ght emitted at the junction has a di r ection component 
towar ds the GaP substrate it is not strongly absorbed . This structure is a t r ade off of 
the exter nal quantum efficiency for ease and relative foolp r oofness of fabricatio n. The 
experiments on this structur lil are l isted chronologically in Table 3- 4 . The first suc-
cessful LE D structure was P 180 . It was fabricated by fi r st gr owing a gr aded n- type 
layer on an n- type GaP substr ate , followed by a Zn diffusion to fo r m the p - n jun ction . 
E Ven though the quantum effi ciencies were low , the I-V charac teristics were much im-
proved over al l of the MBG on GaP diodes. T his was the first evidence that the I-V 
properties of the MBG on GaP structures were rel ated to either contact problems or a 
heteroj unc tion barrier between p-Ga P and P-Gal_xAlxAs, instead of phosphorous con-
tamination. 
Reproduced from 
best available copy. 
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Figure 3-9 . Surface of Growth on (100) GaP Surface 
The composition and phosphorous contaminat ion profiles of P I SO a re sho'.vn in 
Figure 3-1 0. The p-n junc tion is loca ted at about the 30,u. position w~ere the phosphor-
ous is below the detection limit. 
3.1. 5. SURFACE :,!OHPHOLOGY AND r;\1PERFECTION 
One of the goals in the growth experiments was to obtain LED s t r .: crures whose sur-
fac es were suitable for photolithographic processing with photoresis t'S . "' [ost o f the sur-
fa c es as gl'own afte r run P 17G m eet this r equire ments . However, a,'.empts to etch away 
surface layers , formed during growth termination , r esul ted in severe roughening . A"l1 
example of this is shown in Figure 3-11. It is not certain , at presen ~ , what causes this 
r oughing , but the best guess is tha t it is stacking faults or microcracks resulting from 
the fast cooling rat es and str ain associated with the termination laycl's . In some cases 
microscopie cracks , and even separation of the laye r fr om the subs t::-ate , have been 
obse r ved, i. e . , P 196 - see Figure 3-12 . These cases are us ually 2.3 sociated ',';itt c on-
ditions that produce the la r gest strains, i. e . , low phospho r ous contf.;:n ina tion at the inte r -
fac e and large growth rates of the te rmination laye r. The exact conditions leading to 
these imperfections will be the subject of a future investigation. 
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Table 3-4 
Gal Ai As LAYERS WITH GRADED COMPOSITION ON GaP 
-x x 
Run No. Orient. Type Al Weight per Melt (mg) Coolin~ Spu n per Melt (OC) Start Temp. Upheat Cool Rate ("C/mln) 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
n n n -
P 177 lUB n 3. 8 1. 8 200 - 15 7 
- - 895 5°C 0.17 
melt 
n n n n 
P 180a • lUB n 4.2 3.0 1. 9 200 9 9 9 - 890 SoC 0.17 
melt 
n n n n-p 1 P 191 lUB n 4.2 3.2 2.0 1.5 8 8 8 1&2b 895 5°C 0.17 
melt 
n n n n-p 
P 203 UIB n 4.1 3.1 2.0 1.5 10 9 9 1&1 870 SoC 0.17. 
melt 
, 
n n n n-p ,. 
P 207 llIB n 4 . 0 3.1 2 .1 1.6 10 9 9 1&8 900 SoC , 0.17 j' I 
melt 
. I 
i ' D n n n-p i P 208 100 n 4.0 3.0 2.1 1. S 10 8 8 1&8 900 5°C , 0.17 
melt 
, 
, , 
I 
n n n n-p I 
P 20!J 100 l! 1.0 3.0 2.3 1.7 7 8 5 · 1&.·5 000 !i·e 0.17 . 
melt , 
n n n n-p 
P 215 100 n 4. 2 3.2 2 .0 1.4 10 8 5 1&5 900 SoC 0.17 
melt 
-Notes: I 
a) p- n junction formed uy Zn diffu sion I 
b) Cooled 1 °C with Te doping then 2°C for Zn & Te dop ing I 
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Figure 3-11. Surface of P 180 after HCI Removal of Surfa ce Layer 
1 
... ~~.,-
Figure 3-12. Cracked Layer of P 196 
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3.1. 6 BACK-CONTACT LED FABRICATION 
Another reason for using GaP substrates was to facilitate both n- and p- type elec-
trical contacting on the same face of the diode structure , thus providing a GaP surface 
free from absorbing contacts . A technology for accomplishing a so-called bac k contact 
structure was developed at the IB M facil it y at Owego, N. Y. under the direct ion of R. 
Lynch. This technology was tried on P 203 (see Table 3-4) and produced units with 
efficiencies jus t o ver 1%. An example of such a structure is shown in F igure 3-l3. 
Figure 3-13a s hows the GaP face of a diode fabricated from P 203 under inc ident il-
lumination. F igure 3- 14b shows the same diode, vie wed through an IR image converter, 
when forward b ias ed. T he light area of the photomicrograph is the area of the active 
layer which has e tched into a mesa- like s t ruc ture . Another important r esult of th is 
experiment was t he disc overy tha t t he I-V characterist ic s of the ba ck c on tac ted s truc-
ture are normal , a nd that, presu m ab ly" the :vrGB s t ructure s on GaP would have norma l 
I- V cha rac te r istics if contac ted in thi s m anner. Th is pos sib il ity wi ll be s tudied in 
fu ture investigations . 
Ba c k contacted mesa structures we r e fab r icated on a MBG growth on a GaP s ub-
s trate . This ru n , P 219, not shown on Table 3- 3 is simila r to P 19 except fo r the 
use of an updoped n-type substrate and no melt wiping . The mesa area and , hence, 
junction area, II'as G. 3 x 10-4cm2 . A.s before , the e fficiencies were m eas u red, with-
out ohmic contacts, using metal points to make electrica l contact. Also , on ly the 
li ght emitted through the GaP s urface para l lel to the acti ve laye: \1'3.5 c o ll ected by the 
Si cell. Efficiencies up to 2 . 7% into air were m easured for cu r ren t" up to 30 rnA . T his 
exceeds that predicted in Subsection 3. 1. 2, but the appr oximation used in Subsection 
3.1. 2 fails because the surface is not much large r than the sum of t~c are a o f the side 
faces . The r esults here compare favorably with previous authors. U 
3 . 1. 'j Sl:}.r~IARY 
Ex-p e riments on gro\dh of :\!BG structClre s of Gal -x-\h:--\s , cn t~' l h GaP , and GaP 
and GaAs, and the gro\,; th of a g r:1.ded layer o f Gal-x,-\lxAs on Ga P ! ,~ \'e de monstrated 
the usefulness of Ga P subs trat e s fo r im pr o l-ing e xte rnal quantum eff'c: icncics o f LEDs . 
Seve ral undesirable r es ults were obtained during t he e ,\.-pe ri m e nts , l!o t:1.bly on occa-
sional layer crac k in g' d ue to la r ge strains , and a. non - linear impedaT' C' e ass ociated 
with eithe r e lectrical c ontacting of p-ty-pe GaP o r a barri e r be lwee r: n-type GaP and 
p- type Gal _~l~s . Thus far, e:;..1:ernal qllantum efficiencies have t '~en obtained on 
domed shaped devices . 
3 . 1.8 FUTURE STuDIES 
, Since most of the better efficiency r esults have occ u r red towarc s the e nd of this 
investigat ion, it is obviolls that many as~ects of the MBG growths on GaP will have to 
be studied before practical devices can be fabricated in a r ep r oduciUe manner . There 
are a few studies, however, which dese r ve high priority considerat io ns : 
1) The causes and the e limination of layer cracking and sur face r oughness 
2) Establishing growth condition for (100) surface gr owth 
3) Furthe r optimization of inte rna l quantu m effic ienCies 
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Figure 3-l3. Photomicrograph of a Back Contacted Graded 
Gal_xAlxAs Laye r Grown on GaP - Run P 203 
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Once these studies have been successfully conducted, it should be possible to 
move onto the work which will optimize optical coupling, electrical contacting, and 
life testing. 
3.2 METAL-GaALAs CONTACTS AND CONT AC T RESISTANCE 
3.2.1 INTRODUCTION 
All the data presented in this section were obtained from Gal_~lxAs films grown 
by liquid phase epitaxy on single crystal GaAs substrates. N-type Gal_xAlxAs was 
grown on p-type Czochralski grown GaAs substrates obtained from Bell and HowelL 
The p-type substrate had the fOllowin~ c haracteristics: carrier concentration, P, = 
9.7 x 101 8/cm3; mobility, u = 130 cm IVs; and resistivity :: 7. B x la-30hm cm. P-
type Gal_xA1x-A..s was grown on n-type Czochralski grown GaAs, also obtained from 
Bell and Howell, whose character istics we re typically; n = 1 x 101 B/cm3, u = 2900 
, cm2/Vs, and = 2.4 x 10-3 ohm cm. 
For the purpose of studying the several diffe r ent parameters in the films, a large 
numb er of crystals (of varying al uminum concentr ations and varying degr ees of thic k-
ness) were epitaxially grown. The alum inum conc entrations in the films were obtained 
by electron- microprobe techniques. The thic kness of the e pitaxially grown crystal s 
were obtained by means of microscopy methods . All epita;xial layers of Gal-xAlxAs 
were grown on the (100) set of planes o f Ga..A.s . 
Ove r the pe riod dur ing whi ch this work was accomplished, several diffe rent metals 
and alloys we r e employed as the contacting materiaL Among these · ... C' 1'e gold , silver, 
indium silver , aluminum , gold- zinc , and gold - gcrmanium- nicke l. 0 : these materia ls , 
the gold (9 69c)- zinc (-1%) proved to be th e be s t contacting material f0 1' he p- type 
Gal_ xAlxAs and the Au (8 3 . 1 SC)- Ge (11. 43 S~) - Ni (4 . 7610) the best fo :' the n- type 
Ga1_xAl~s . Consequently , the c ontact r e sistance , as a function a]"minum content, 
car r ier concentration , and resistivity , will be presented for these l ~. tte r two alloys . 
3. 2 . 2 APPLICATIO OF META.LLURGY 
T wo me thods were employed to place the desired metallurgy on the Gal _xAlx'\s 
surface . To accomplish this end, appr opriate masks we r e fabricat ·d to give the 
desired pattern. For contact resistance measurements , the masks compr ised a 
square a rray of holes of var ious diameters (6 , 3 , 1-1 / 2 , and 3/ 4 m ils). The holes 
we r e ar r anged in columns of equa l diameters (four holes pe r column). The s equence 
of the four columns of holes was r epeated on the mask to give comp!c te coverage ove r 
the crystal (eight arrays per mask) . Ha ll masks we r e also fab r icaw d to give the 
standard Hall configuration fo r making dc Hall and r es istivity measurements . 
The two methods used fo r applying the metallurgy in these experiments we r e : 
1) Placing the desired mask in contact with the wafe r and placing the combina-
tion on a holde r (capable of being elect r ically heated) , which is then placed 
in the vacuum system and evacuated to appr oximate ly 10- 5 to rr. The metal -
lurgy is then evaporated th r ough the desi r ed boles in the patte rn. 
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'2) Placing the wafer on the above mentioned holder and placing in the vacuum 
system. The system again evacuated to approximately 10-5 torr. In this 
case, the whole surfac'e is covered with metallurgy. From this step on, 
photo resist techniques employing masking and subtractive etching are used 
to produce the desired patterns. 
Experimental evidence (regarding contact resistance) has shown that the best re-
sults were obtained, for the deposition of AuZn on p-type Ga1_xAlxAs, when the sub-
strate temperature was held at 2500 C for the deposition of the -metaU'urgy. In the 
case of the deposition of AuGe Ni on n-type material, the best temperature for the 
substrate during the evaporation was 185 0 C. 
o 
The thickness of the evaporated AuGeNi layer was measured as 2200 A; that of 
o 
the AuZn was 1100 A. 
The sintering operation fo r both AuZ n on p-type m at er ial and AuG eNi on n-
type mate r ial was car ried out at approximat e ly 480 0 C. In a number of ex--pe r iments , 
the time of sinte r ing was va r ied fr om 5 to 20 minutes , in steps of;) minutes . There 
was ve ry little difference in the magnitude of the contact r esistanc:: fo r a sample sin-
te red at 4800 C fo r 10 minutes , and one sinte r ed at the s ame tem p-.' ratur e fo r 20 
m inutes . ' 
Sinte r ing was carried out in a fo rm ing gas envi r onment. 
3. 2. 3 EXPER [MENTAL 
Contact resi stance measurements were made using two diffe;:cnt techniques . The 
fi r st technique was a modification of a technique developed by Hoo;: ~ r and SharU(l2) . 
The s0-cond technique used is one similar to that r epo rted by L . E . Terry(13). Both 
techniques yield valUeS for the specific r esistance which were wit f.. n 2% of each 
other . 
All Hal! measurements were made using standard dc tec hn 'q _5 . Hall measure-
ments wer e made on the same material used to make the contac t r:.: sistance measure-
ments. 
3. 2. 4 DISCUSSION 
The value of the contact res istance ve r sus car rier concentrati on fo r AuGeNi on 
n- type Ga1_xAlxAs and for AuZn on p- type Ga l-xA1xAs is shown i?'. Figures 3-15 and 
3-1 6 r espectively. To achieve the values of the s pecific contact r E'3istance illustr ated 
in these two figures , it was necessary to exercise grea t ca r e in til '; preparation of the 
surfaces and to maintain s urfaces that we r e fr ee of contamination. Also, car e was 
taken that the surfaces not be ex--posed fo r any length of time to air, lest oxides be 
for med. Failure to maintain good surface conditions would result 'n a la r ger spec ific 
contact r es istance than shown in F igur es 3- 14 and 3-15, 
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Figure 3-1 4. Specific Contact Res istance of AuG eNi on ~ type 
Gal_01x-'\s As a Func t ion of Ca rr ie r Concentr ation 
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Figure 3-1 5. Specific Contact Resistance of AuZn on P-type 
Ga1_xAlxAs As a Function of Carrier Concentration 
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The values of the carrier concentration used in these experiments ranged from 
4.4 x 1017 to 2.4 x 1018/cm3 for the n-type material, 9 x l018/c:m3 for the n-type ma-
terial, and 9 x 10 18 to 3 x 1019/ cm3 for the p-type material. Both Figures 3-14 and 
3-15 show a strong dependence of contact resistance u,pon the carrier concentration of 
the material. 
Since the band gap in Gal_xAlxAs is a direct function of the aluminum content in 
the epitaxial grown material, the same series of crystals as used in the preceding para-
graph, having aluminum content of 25 to 50% for n-type material 'and 10 to 50% for p-type 
material, were used for studies for specific contact resistance as a function of alumi-
num content. 
For these samples, the a luminum content was obtained by Electron microprobe 
methods. 
Figures 3- 16 and 3- 17 show the r esults of a s tudy of s pec ific contact res istance 
vers us aluminum content fo r AuGeN i on n- type mate r ial and AuZn on p- type mate r ial 
respec tive ly. Both of these figu r es show essentially the same t re~d, in tha t the con-
tac t r es is tance dec r eases with dec reaSing aluminum content. Howeve r , the r e is a 
notable diffe r enc e: the AuGeNi metallurgy on n- type mate r ial gives a specific contact 
r es istance whose value is mo r e than an orde r of ma gnitude lower than the AuZn metal-
lurgy or p-type mater ial at the same aluminum content . 
F igur e 3- 18 shows the r esult of a study of contact r es istance a .S a function of r e-
s istivity for n- type Ga1 _ ~lhl\s using AuGel'H as the contacting all oy . He r e again , 
the lowest contact resistance is obtained from material with a low r ~sistivity value . 
3. 2. 5 CONCLUSIO~S 
The tectL'1ique of specific contac t r esistance measu r ements between Gal_xAl0s 
and a contacting metal , or alloy, bas proven to be an exce!!e!!t ;t,'2.;' :.0 e V!!. ! !1.2. ~~ lJ:.o 
metallizing pr ocesses involved . It al s o gives a determina.tion of tD,.; best suited all oy 
for a given conductivity ty-pe of material. 
This work has demonstrated th e necessity for clean, oxide- free su r faces prio r to 
the application of metallurgy in order to obtain a low specific contact re:;is tance . 
It appear s that the r eSistivity of the Gal Al As epitaxial layel' is a majo r con-
- x x 
trolling factor in the magnitude of the contact r esistance fo r a give , COndUCtlvity ty-pe 
of the mate r ial. 
It has been shown tbat the contact r esistance is a strong functi on of the ca r ri e r 
concentration, and also that the aluminum content in the gr own GCll_xAlxAs epitaxial 
laye r s . This work indicates that the contact resistance , Rc decreases with increas ing 
c arr ier concentration for both p and n type mate r ial , when contac ted with thei r r espec -
t ive metallurgy. 
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Figure 3- 18 . Specific Contac t Resistance of Au GeN i on N -type 
Ga Al As as a Function of Resistivity I - x x 
The objective of the study of specific contact r es istance is to fLtd those c onditions 
which produce the lowest total heating in the diode . Fou r major fa~0 rs affecting this 
total heating are: 
1) Contact r esis tance 
2) Bulk r es istivity 
3) Nonradiali ve t r ansisto rs 
4) Absorption of emitted light. 
These factors are not independent but are rela ted in a complic2.'0d manne r. 1\1eas -
urements r eported in this s ection have shown the r e lationship betwcm contact r eSistance, 
bulk r esistivity , and aluminum concentration. However, the r elatio_ship between bulk 
resistivity (carrier concentration) or aluminum fraction and absorpt.on has not been dis -
cussed. The absorption coe fficient, a, increas es with inc r eas ing c rrrier concentration 
due to free carrie r absorption . The absorption dec reases as the altm inum concentration 
is increased because of the shift in the abso rption edge toward a shc:i:e r wave length . The 
dependvnce of the heating on the abs o rption has the form 
- a1 
e 
where 1 is an a ve rage dis tance that l ight travels through the semicorouctor. This contri-
bution can be kept low by manipulating eithe r the absorption coeffic.i:mt or the distance, 1. 
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The bulk resistance, v, of the device is related to the resistivity, P, by 
pt 
V==--A 
where t is the diode thickness and A is its area perpendicular to the current flow. This 
resistance can be reduced by increasing the carrier concentration (reducing P); but this 
contributes to the absorption and makes it more desirable to reduce the diode thickness, t. 
The thickness, however, cannot be made arbitrarily small because of the reqUirement 
of physical strength for diode material at minimum, 125 fJ-m thick. Likewise, it is not 
helpful to increase the diode area, A, arbitrarily since the laser threshold is a function 
of current dens ity rather than current. This means that the total heat deposited will vary 
linearly with the diode width and thermal density will remain constant. 
No useful empirical data are presently available r elating the absorption to doping 
density or aluminum mole fraction becau.se it is very difficult to grow suitable samples. 
This measurement requires material of 50 fJ-m to 100 fJ-ffi thickness over which there 
is no substantial variation in carr ier concentration on the aluminum profile. Lack of 
these data prevents a true optimization; but speciiic observations can be made. 
1) Diode thickness should be minimiz ed within the constraint of phys ical 
strength required fo r fabrication. 
2) The aluminum concentration in regions outside the junction should be such 
as to r aise the bandgap energy by 0.1 eV to 0.2 eV abo ve th e emission ene r gy. 
3) The doping density should be as high as possible consistent ",vith high internal 
quantum effic iency . This value must be determined from the empi rical data 
such as found in T able 3-4. 
3.3 REFLECTIVE COATr~GS 
Light is generated in an LED by spontaneous emission due to r a.d Ia ti ve r ecombin-
ation of hole -electron paIrs near the p- n junction. This process produces an isotropic 
distribution of radiated energy, half of which propagates toward the window material 
and half away from the window material. The total diode efficiency can be inc r eased 
if the light traveling away fr om the exit window can be r eflected to'-'lard it. The amount 
of this increase will be dependent upon the refl ectivity of the surface and the absorp-
tion in the material. To exp lore this a venue of improveme!!.t, t:!!e ::~fle~!i.'!!.~~' ~f ~~~ 
electrical contacts and r eflective coatings on GaAlAs was increased . 
Measurements were made on the refl ectivity of the electrical contact m etallurgy, 
applied in accordance with the optimum technique for minimizing contact r esistance. 
This was performed by comparing the refl ections of a 1. 06 fJ-m Nd:YAG laser beam 
from GaAIAs material with, and without , the contact coating. The contact m etallurgy 
was the gold- Zinc alloy described in Subsection 3.2 of this report. As is described 
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in Subsection 3. 2 , the alloy is first applied by evaporative coating and then s intered. 
During s intering, the alloy diffuses several microIlB into the semiconductor. The 
rather low reflectivity of the contact can be rationalized on the basis that th is diffus ion 
forms an irregular interface at which the reflection takes place. This irregular inter-
face is analogous, to some extent, wit h "gold-black ,,(14) , a porous gold coating for which 
high absorption is observed. Details of the experimental measurements are as follows: 
a 1 em square GaAs wafer was first prepared with an appropriate GaAlAs epitaxial 
layer. Subsequently, half of the epitaxi al layer was coated with conta.ct metallurgy and 
half left uncoated. A Nd:YAG laser beam ( A = 1. 06 /-LID) was then directed onto the 
opposite s ide of the wafe r at an angle of 20" to the surface normal. In this manner 
the wafer could be positioned so that the beam pasSing through the wafer is alternately 
reflected from the c oated or uncoated area of the surface. By comparing the ratio of 
the reflected intensity in the s e two cases it is pos sible to r educe" some of the uncertainty 
due to s urface and bulk scatte ring effects . T he mathematica l expression us ed fo r this 
compar ison is derived by summation of suc cessive intensity contributio ns as the light is 
r efle cted back and forth betwee n two nearly paralle l surfaces, 1. e . , no interfe r e nce 
condit ion is assumed and bea...'11 walk - off is dis r egar ded . T he expression for the r e-
fl e cted intensity IR , is, 
I =1 (R + 
R 0 1 
wher e 1 is the incident intensity and Rl and R2 are the fi r st and se cc.nd sur face r eflec -
tivity rJ'spectively . Using the r eflective index, n = 3 . 5, the reflecti o:! of the uncoated 
surface , RI, can be calculated . Substituting this value in the ex-pres~ :on , and using the 
measured r ati o of reflected intensity, a value for R2 is determined . ,-~t1ues calculated in 
this way r ange from 0. 75 to O. 1. 
Reflective coatings were applied by sputtering successive layers of SiO Cllld metal. 
The SiO provides the necessary elect ri cal insulation to prevent snol'~ circuiting the 
p- n jlllction. A subsequent metal coating gi\-es appropriately higb r ef lectivity . This 
<.:oaiing is then protected with an overcoating of SiO . Several metal s were t ried as 
reflective layers, speCifically gold , silver, copper , and aluminum. Of these , good 
adhesion was achieved only with aluminum. Since it is anticipated tr_1. t these coatings 
will be applied to LED surfaces on wh ich the dimensional tolerance s a re close , it is 
important to know the precision \\lith which the area coated can be controlled . The 
thickness of the LEDs is about 100 fLm . Figure 3-19 shows the edge of a 100 fLm thick 
test sample which has been coated over 40 fLm of its thickness . T he coating width was 
contr olled by vignetti ng th e diode surface from the evaporation soune with the holder . 
It has been found that this technique works well when it is desired that the coating no t 
extend near one edge, for instance when danger of shorting exists . 
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Figure 3-19. Reflectively Coated GaAs Chip 
For testing, a 600 A laver of SiO was applied , follo wed by approximately 1500 A 
of Al and 1000 A overcoatini of SiO . The reflectivity of this coatinz was gretaer than 
80%. Considerable uncertainty exists in the exact reflecti vity due ~o unce rtainty of 
bulk scattering loss in the material. These measurements show tjl,'3 t effective reflec-
tive coatings can be applied to the diodes. It is, therefore, of inte res t to estimate the 
improvement in diode performance that .can be gained with these me:lsured refl ectivities . 
As a model for this estimate , assUme that the diode is composed of parallel strata of 
material from which li ght is specularly reflected, and that some fnction . A, is' emitted 
into an approximately 30
0 
cone which is transmitted from t he windo7/ . Due to the iS o-
tropy of emission, a like fraction propagates into the p- type region , whe re it is partially 
absorbed, and part ially reflected , at the boundary . The total light ,;mitted from the 
upper surface is the stun of that propagat ing toward the window and J ;e addi tional frac -
tion afte r r eflection and absorptio:: ;ncurred in hvo transits thro ugb the p - type material. 
In general , this can be rep resente,~ by : 
where A is tbe fraction of light emitted into the emission cone frOl'!'. an infini tesim81 
region of the p- n j unction , da; R, the r eflectivity a t the boundary ; a l the absorption 
coefficient in the p-region ; and t is the thickness of the p-type mate ~ial through which 
the light passes twice. Without a r eflective coating on the diode s L:_~face, about 30% 
• 
will be reflected because of the r efractive index mismatch . Since t~i s amoWlt of li ght 
r eflection is less than half the r eflecti on from the contact metallurgy , we must dif -
ferentiate between those cases . The enhancement observed will be the ratio of the 
above expression evaluated for the r eflective coatings, and its co m~lar able evaluation 
without the coatings . For typic al materi a l the abso rption coefficie::t , a , will have a 
value between 10 and 102 cm- 1. Substition into the previous eXpre,;s ion leads to an 
estimated enhancement of 14% (w'hen the p -region thickness is 15 fL'1l) for all areas 
backed with perfect reflective cos.tings rather than electrical contacts . The enhance -
ment of the reflective coatings over encoated areas is 30 to 36%. 'Ihis enhancement 
is sufficient to consider reflec tive coating some portion of the diodes surface; however, 
since the electrical contact a r ea also serves as the thermal contact for the diode, it 
should be made as large as practical. 
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3.4 LOW MELTING POINT GLASS ADHESIVE 
The high index of refraction characteristic of GaAlAs semiconductor materia l re-
sults in a small critical angle for total internal reflection which, as has been mentioned 
in previous s ections , limits the external quantum efficiency of the LEDs. In the use of 
LEDs for laser pumping, it is possible to avoid semiconductor air interfaces if one 
fills the space between the laser rod and the diode with a material of the same refrac-
tive index, or higher, as the laser rod . 
Figure 3-20 schematically indicates the situation when light pao.ses through three 
successive media with parallel surfaces and refractive indices nO ' '11 ' n2' 
Figure 3- 2 0. Refr act ion in Multil aye r ed Medlmn 
The angles of r e fr action of a r ay trave r !?ing these media , 8 0, 8 t, and 8 2, a r e r e -
lated through Snell's Law . 
Tile cr iti ca l angle fo r total int e rnal r efl ec tion occurs when a ray pG..:ses from a r egion 
of higher index to 10\\'er , and the r efracted angle in the second mc cL,lln becomes Tr / 2 . 
Then, 
c - 1 (:1 ). 8 = sin h 3.4- 2 
where 1\1 and nh r epr esent the lo we r and highe r index respective ly c:nd 8 c is the 
critical ang le . 
It can be seen from the r e lationship in the case of three succes3 ive media that if , 
then the cr itica l angle is, 
8 ~ = sin- 1 ( :: ) 3. 4-3 
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This situation is the optimum, since light must enter the final medium of index n2' 
then the critical angle should be no smaller than that produced by the final medium. 
The customary situation is when, 
For this case 
This situation is avoided if the diodes are attached to the laser material by an adhesive 
which has an equal or higher index. 
Two other sources of loss must also be considered to complete the treatment. 
They are Fresnel reflection and absorption loss. Fresnel reflection occurs at any dis-
continuity in th e refracti ve index and is described by 
R 
cr 
2 
= sin (i-r) 
2 
sin (i +r) 
R = 
rr 
t 2 . an (l-r) 
2 . 
tan (l+r). 
where R cr and Rrr are the intens ity reflection coefficients for li ght }X! larizations per-
pendicular to and parallel to the plane of incidence respectively. i ~nd r represent 
the incidence and r efracted angles at the interface . An average va.~ uc of the intenSity 
reflection coefficient is 
- I R=-
2 
2 
s in (i-r) 
2 . 
sin (l+r) 
f 1 + I-sin: (i+ r ) ) 1 I-sin (i -r) 
The absorption loss, L j I will be represented by the exp r ession 
L. == e).'P (- a .l. / cos 8.) ] ) ] ] 
where a j is the material absorption characteristic; Ij is the thicknes s of the jth layer 
and 8 j is the angle of propagation in the medium. In the GaALA.s r egion surrounding 
the junction, the absorption a 0 will be approximately 10 em-I. Tl:e absorption of the 
low melting point glass was found to be less than 3 cm- 1. MeasurE:ment of undoped YAG 
shows in the neodymium pump band at 8070A . 
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To determine the transmission for the case illustrated in Figure 3-21 we must take 
the product of the individual reflection and absorption t erms. Reflection 
T = 
I 
T = {1-2-2 2 
The total t ransmission, T, is then, 
I-8in
2 (8 +8 ) 
[
1 + 0 1 
1-sin2 (8 - 8 ) o 1 
1-sin2 (81+ ( 2) 
1-sin2 ( 81- ( 2) 
J} 
Using the mentioned valu es of absorption coefficients, 10 = 11 =: 25 x 10- 4 cm, and indices 
of r efraction of 3. 5, 2.5 and 1. 82 for the GsAlAs , the LMP glass , Gild YAG r espective ly , 
one finds that the m aximum transmiss ion factor , i. e. , norm al inc idence (8 0 =: 0 ) , is 92%. 
Thi s r educes to ze r o when total inte rna l r e fl ect ion is r eached whi ch ro r nO = 3. 5 , nl = 2. 5 , 
n2 = 1. 82, then 80 =: 31. 4 0 • The dependence of th e transm ission , Tl, a s a functi on of the 
incidence angl e , e 1 , is shown in Figure 3- 21. 
T he purpose of these exper iments was to develop the p r eparatict\ technique and 
m ate ria l to us e as an adhesive in bonding" semiconductor diodes to y ,crium a luminum 
garnet (YA G). T he mater ial used fo r this pur pose should bond \\"e11 :1.1 the semicon-
ductor and YAG surfaces, have a r efr action index highe r than YAG (i"t = 1. 2) have a 
10'Ne r melting point than the d iode solder , be transpar ent at tbe dio(~e emission wave -
length, and form bo nds which will endur e cycling over a large nurr.c (; ( of ope r ations 
witbout fatigue. 
Glassy m aterials having many of the s e prope rties can be form e :' by mL"\.-t ure s of 
ars enic , selenium , s ulphur and br omi ne . 
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Figure 3-21. Transmission of Pump Radiation VJ 
Interface Incidence Angle 
During this pr(\g ram, eight batches of glass were prepftred by :~ e technique des-
cribed by Fisher (1:::-) and Neuse . The mLxtur e of cons t ituents choSE-ll fo r these batches 
was: 
Arsenic 
Sulphur 
Bromine 
5 g 
10 g 
1 cc 
Several advantages cited by F isher and Neuse for this mixture prov:de the basis for 
its selection . The refractive index, n, is approximately 2 . 5 which s atisfies the re -
quirement, 
1. 82~ n~ 3. 5 . 
o 0 
The material transmits the 8000 A to 8100 A pump radiation witho ut absorption . The 
melting range of the material fits well with the solder hierarchy selected for use, i. e . , 
its melting range is lower than that of the lowest melting solder . The material softens 
at 680 C and is completely fluid at 1740 C. This mixture also has a wide thermoplastic 
temperature range of about 1000 C which is located within the anticipated operating tem-
pe r ature ( ...... 45 0 C) for the diode devices . Withi n that r ange the glass will yield to ex-
pans ion and cont r ac tion of the adjacent mater ial . 
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Experimental measurements of the glass absorption spectrum was made by bonding 
·a 1 mm thick sample to a glass microscope slide. This piece was motmted in the sam-
ple holder of a Ca ry 14 spectrometer 9lld an tmcoated microscope slide was placed in 
the reference beam. The measured spectrum is featureless from 7900 A to 9000 A 
with an apparent transmission of 82%. If it is assumed that this difference in transmis-
sion is due to Fresnel reflection the refractive index can be deduced from these data. 
The transmission through the three surfaces of the test sample can be expressed as 
Tg1ass = [1- (:~~fJ [1- (:~~:~n [1- (~:~~~y] 
where n i s the r efractive index of the LMP glass; L 5 is the refractiYe index of the 
micr,?scope slide, and e ach of the squa re brack eted te rms r epresent s the trans mission 
through a single s urface . T he transm iss ion thr ough the slide in the refe rence beam is 
represented by 
s ince the r e ar e only two surfaces to consider . The r at io of these t wo can be us ed to find n. 
T gl ass 
T 
r e f 
This expressi on is satisfied by n = 2. 4 which is near the expected valt':': of the refractive 
index for this mixture . The agrcement indicates that the abs orption or bulk scattering 
loss in the material is no greate r than about 109c;/cm . 
To dete r mine the usefulness of the glass as an adhesive in space app lications, 
several tests were performed . Fi rst, it was determined that the g1 2v3s would \vet the 
semiconductor and YAG material. This was done by applyi.ng the gla "s to GaAs \vafers 
and to YAG material. After wetting tests were successful, the mate:i als were bonded 
together with the glass adhesive . 
Current-vol tage. (I - V) c urves of diodes to which the glass adhesiye was applied 
wer e unchanged by the application. Cycling tests conducted over a 2 week period 
showed no change in diode output ove r a 20 hour operating time . Dur~ng this cycling 
test the. diodes wer e driven at 300 rnA current (40 A/ cm2) . The power applied to the 
diode was 0. 45 \Y . Th:s power is about 1/ 2 of that anticipated under lase r operation. 
Since these diodes were mounted on commercial headers , which do not have thermal 
conducti vity equal to that anticipated by mounting them on berylium oxide , the disparity 
between the operating tempe r atures is small. Figure 3- 22 shows the relati ve output of 
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a diode as a function of drive current for three different conditions. First, the diode 
was operated without coating. Next, a thin layer of glass was applied to the surface and 
the power was measured. Finally, a cylindrical dome of a diameter approximately 
twice the diode width was applied to the diode. The higher power observed for this dome 
Is the result of decreased total internal reflection. 
5 
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3 
Without Glass 
2 Gl ass on Chip 
G lass Dome 
10 20 
I (A) x 10,3 
Figure 3- 22 . Diode Output (Relative) vs Drive eU)' r ent 
No cracking or craZing was observed on the diodes ope:!:ated b tbe cj1 cling tosts . 
Some cracking did appear on diodes which were cove r ed with thid~ [) 2.SS layer .~ which 
extended ove r the header. No observation of long term stability of tf'ls material has 
been made . 
An application technique was investigated in whi ch a thin film (::::125 f-L m) of the 
gl as s was applied to a microscope slide . The slide was subsequen tly cut with a str ing 
saw to s imulate diode fabrication condition . Microscopic examinaLon of the piece 
showed chipping along the edges but gene rally good adhesion to the remainde r of the 
surface. It appears that the wafer surface can be coated with LMP glass before the 
diodes are cut and sufficient mater ial will remain to form the desi red bond with undoped 
YA G. 
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, Figure 3-23 shows the results of thermal-vacuum testing of the LMP glass. Several 
small (0.1 g) samples having irregular shapes were placed in the vacuum bell and the 
vapor pressure monitored as the pressure was increased. The initial pressure mea-
sured (3 x 155 Torr) was the same as that measured in the system before the addition 
of the samples. As the temperature was increased the vapor pressure rose as shown 
in Figure 3-23. Time was allowed at each temperature for the system to stabilize. 
Above the temperature at which the glass became completely liquid a sharp drop in 
pressure was observed. This indicates the complete distillation of the most volatile 
component of the mixture. 
3.5 LED CONSTRUCTION AtU) EVALUATION 
3.5.1 DEVICE DESCRIPTION 
The final phase of this pr ogram was to construct several light emitting d iodes that 
could be placed in direct contact \vith an optical configur ation used for pumping a Nd:-YAG 
laser (see F igure 2- 4). The devic e would have its top surfa ce clear of all c ontact met-
allurgy and wire bonds which might normally obstruct the emitted radi ation . The opti-
cal system in this case is envisioned as a garnet ellipt ical cylinder fOCUSing on a laser 
rod. T he structure by necessity r equi r es that both n and p ohmic contacts be placed 
on the bottom surface. 
Figures 3-24 and 3-25 show the GaAlAs l ight - emitting diode co nfiguration which 
was gr owu 011 Ga P substr a te mater ial . T he rec tangul-a r chips we r e cons t ructed havi ng 
a 0. 07 cm width , 0.125 cm l ength , and 125 cm thid:?-ess . T his so c ,. :led "fl ip chi p" 
de vi ce provi des a c lear optical window transpa r ent to the emitted rll\~ i lltio n, and closely 
m atches the index of refractio n of the optical system. Connec tions to the botto m of the 
chip are m:lde by flo\\i ng electr oplated solder between the device m e:3.11urgy and a 
hyb r id c ircuit boar d m etall urgy . T he hyb r id c irc uit boar d is composed of hi gh the r mal 
conductivity be ry ll ium ox ide which has been metali zed with chr ome , n ickel, and gold 
by sp utt erin g and el e ct r oplat ing . 
Photol ithogr aphi c techniques a re then use d to develop the inte r cc'l1nection metallurgy 
pat tern \vhich ulti m ately is used to co nnect the chips in s e r ies (Figu. re 3- 2G) . T he feasi-
bi lity devices are mo unted on s ingl e section pi eces fro m t he arr ay lK ard s hown in F ig-
ure, ,3-27. A summary of deVice char acte r i stics is s ho\>ffi in T able 3-5, and the spectral 
emiSSion charactelistic is pres ented in Figur e 3-2 8. 
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Figure 3-23. Glass Vapor Pressure vs Temperature 
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Figure 3-25. Cross Section of Solution Gro\yr1 Wafer 
Before Processing 
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Table 3-5 
DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY 
Parameter Typical Units Value 
Peak Emission 8580 An !<;strQm 
Emis sion Width 
50% P oints 4 10 Angstrom 
F orward Voltage Drop 
@50 rn A ::::::1. 25 Vo lts 
External Quantum Eff. 
into Air 1.0 P e rcent 
Dynamic Resistance <2 Ohms 
Chip Size : 0 .125 cm x 0. 07 cm Ga,AlAs 
grown on GaP 
T he DC current- volt age cur ves for three " fl ip chip" diodes have been dete r mined 
a t 30QoK . No pa r ticula r effo r t fo r device heat sinking was made dur:ng these measu r e -
m ents . For diodes Dl, DIl , and DIll, r esults of these measurement" a r e shown in Fig-
ures 3- 29 , 3- 30, and 3- 31. From the fonvard s lopes of the cur r ent- \·oltage cu r ves , 
DC - series resi stance , RS , value s between 1. 15 nand < 1. 66 n have teen obtained . All 
devices inves ti gated started to emit incoher ent infrared radiation at :,b out a Ll V for -
ward b ias , as obser ve d with an infra r ed image conve r ter . 
For dev ices DII an d DIIT , the DC cur r e nt- volt age curves .a r e plotted on a sem il og 
s cale , as shown in Figur es 3- 32 and 3- 33 . T he r esults fo r these prEs entations have 
a lre ady been corrected fo r the DC vo ltage dr op caus ed by the diode se ries r es istance . 
The cur rent- voltage cur ves of fo rward biased light emitting dioc;0 s can be des cr ibed 
by the equation: 
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Figure 3- 29. DC Current- Voltage Characterist ic, 
GaAlAs LED wi th G a P Window, 
Diode Area: 10 mil by 100 mil, Diode Dr 
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Figure 3-30 . DC Current- Voltage Characteristic, 
GaALA.s LED with GaP Window, 
Diode Area: 10 mil by 100 mil, Diode DII 
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Figure 3-31. DC Current-Voltage Characteristic, 
GaAlAs LED with GaP Window, 
Diode Area: 10 mil by 100 mil, Diode DIII 
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Figure 3-32. Voltage Dependence of Diode Current 
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Figure 33. Voltage Dependence of Diode Current 
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where 
v - applied bias voltage 
-19 q ,.. 1. 6 x 10 Coulomb-electronic charge 
-23 k = , 1.38 x 10 Joulesjo K - Boltzman constant 
IO = Diode saturation current 
T = 3000 K and n is a constant. 
The constant n can be determined from the slopes of the current-.-oltage curves in Fig-
ures 3-32 and 3-33. It indicates whether the dominant currents aye diffusion currents 
caused by ,recombination of injected charge carriers in the device p- or n-region in 
case of n ,= 1, or whether the dominant current flow is caused by recombination of in-
jected carriers in the space charge region via traps for values of C\ = 2. At current 
values greater than 7 f-L A, the dominant current flow for all deVices investigated is 
caused by recombination of carriers injected into the p- or n-regiDn, as indicated by 
n-values of n :::: 1. At voltages between 1. 05 V to 1. 15 V, the donli..1"lant current is caused, 
in part, by recombination of charge carriers in the space charge re~ion shown by n-
values of 2. Whether currents possibly due to tunneling for n-vaJ l:'BS of 3~n~4 have 
to be considered for bias voltages below 1. 05 V has not been est2,i:~ !s hed. 
The current-voltage characteristics for diodes Dii and Dill wer e also measured 
repeatedly under pulsed conditions at 3000 K . For these measurer .ents, a Rutherford 
Puls e Generato r 7'. Iodel B7B, and a T ekt r onix :vlodel 547 scope , \,,~, th Dual Trace P lug -
in Type !AI \vere used . The AC cur rent was determined from t ; c~ voltage dr op acr osS 
a 49n r esis'tor in s e r ies with the device , as shown in Figure 3-34. 
Ruth erford 
Pu lse 
Generator 
Model 7B7 
~r-----~-J0Ar---------~---<*'~'----:L 
Ro = 49S1 Pn ':;" 
V diode 
F igu r e 3-34. AC Measu r e men t Circuit for Device EYJ.luation 
For all AC measurements, the pulse r epetition frequency (PF.F) was 20 Hz and the 
pulse width 500 f-Ls . No Significant change i.n curre nt-voltage cban cteristics due to 
degr adat ion has been observed on these devices duri.ng repeated m:=: as urements . The 
AC current- vo ltage curves for these diodes are shown in Figures l!- 35 and 3-36. Cur-
r ent values in excess of 300 f-LA, at 1% duty facto r, could be a ch ie 'ed without noticeable 
diode heating e ffects , e ven though no special effort was made for !':')ecial heat sinking . 
Again, emission of incoherent infr a r ed r adiation was observed at L 1 V forward bias 
with an infrared image converter. 
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Figure 3-35. AC Current- Voltage Characteristic, 
Pulse Width: 500 fLs, PRF: 20 Hz, 
Diode Area: 10 mil x 100 mil, Diode DII 
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3.6 PROJE CTED LIFE TESTING 
Realistic testing under simulated operating conditions is indispensible for measur-
ing diode operating life. Reliability estimates can be made only after credible data are 
available as a basis. To begin this data collection, diodes produced under this contract 
are divided into two groups of ten each for testing at different current densities. One 
o 2 0 group will be tested at IOOA/em and the other at 200A / cm2. The diodes are individu-
ually soldered to beryllium oxide substrates, which are, in turn, soldered to copper 
heat sinks. This simulates array mounting satisfactorily. By measuring the diode 
~nl1~~1UU ~pt=CLrUIll, t.il~ )UOCLlOa op.;r~~lng t.t=mp.;.nl.ture can be <ien~'ed and used as a 
test of this assumption. 
Testing will consist of frequent measurement of diode output power during continu-
ous operation, and occasional measurement of the diode emission spectrum. Such 
measurements will adequately record the diode performance cbanges in a way which 
can be related to useful operating conditions. Results of this test will be repeated 
by letter when complete. 
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Section 4 
RECAPITULATION AND DISCUSSION OF PROGRA.M RESULTS 
Several problems with diodes, currently used for Nd:Y AG laser pumping, prompted 
nerability of electrical contacts on the upper diode surface, absor;.t ion of light in rela-
tively thick epitaxial overgrowth, and thermal problems due to thi.ck epitaxial growth 
between p-n junction and heat sink were some of the problems fae.cd. The contact 
problem suggested that the position of the contacts be arranged on he same face of the 
diode opposite the diode emission. The absorption and the rmal pnblems indicated 
that the epi ta..xy should be thin and that , if s upport was provided by "hic k material 
above the p-n junction, it shou ld be transparent t'o the emitted radi:t ion. 
Two candidate materials seemed worthy of consideration as th~ t r anspa r ent win-
dow on which active layers could be gr own: GaP and high band-gap GaAIAs . ~he single 
crystal GaP, which has recently become available, is trans parent 10 the 8000A pump 
radiat ion. However, there exists a sl ight lattice mismatch betwe e::t that crysta l and 
Ga..<\ IAs. No such mismatch would exis.t if a thick laye r of al umim:<.n GaAIAs we re 
grown, but this alternative was judged less promising because of t'~.B difficulty in 
maintaining uniform high aluminum concentration during a seve r al bour growth and 
preserving adequate doping in a subsequently grown active region . Properly prepared 
GaP wafe rs served as substrate s fo r ep itaxial growth of thin acth'2 layers of GaAlAs . 
Initial growths , m ade by techniques minimizing phosphorous c ontamination of the 
melt, r esulted in irregular interfaces between substrate and over ~ .:·owth . This prob-
lem was eliminated by a slight up- heat and etch phase, upon introc' .!ction of the wafe r 
to the melt. It was the n nec ess a r y to grade out the phosphorous cL-5s olved from the 
wafer , befo r e growing the active layers, or suffe r a ve ry low quul~~um efficiency . 
When this las t condition was met , diode material with high inte rna: quantum efficiency 
(>5 0%) resulted. 
Upon growth of efficient mate r ial, the task of s uitable device fabrication re-
mained. The previous considerations required that the contacts be placed on the back 
surface of the diode. Further consideration of maximum packing tensity in a linear 
diode array with series electrical connections , dictated an a rrangement of parallel 
stripe contacts on adjacent p and n semiconducto r regions. The c Lo ice of method fo r 
creating these paralle l r egions was not easil y made. Mesa etching and isolation dif-
fusion each offered a feasible technique for producing such diodes: and the choice of 
the former was rathe r arbitrary . This technique proved satisfac tcry and , afte r ap-
plication of photolithogr aphy and etching , contacts we r e applied . 
Reproduced from 
best available copy. 
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Bonding of the diode chips to the thermally conducting substrate was a develop-
ment task successfully performed under this contract. Because of the high power den-
sity operation anticipated, it was important that the diodes be soldered in place, there-
by minimizing the thermal resistance rather than bonding with silver-loaded epoxy, 
which was the prevailing fabrication technology. Electroplating solder and thermal 
compression bonding proved a satisfactory combination. However, careful control of 
solder thickness is needed to avoid short circuits. This is easily done through plating 
time and current control. 
Work was also done on two ' related topics: (1) low melting point glass adhesives, 
and (2) reflecti ve coatings of diode surfaces. The low melting point glass has a desir-
able high index of r efraction, but several of its other properties we re unknown. As 
part of this program, several batches of glass were prepared and tested for adhesion 
propertie s and behavior under thermal-vacuum conditions. Reflective coatings were 
applied and the reflecti vi ty of electrical contacts was measured. 
Conside rable effort was expended in optimizing the el ectri cal contact meta llurgy 
for minimum resistance. This is particul arly important for pumpi ng arrays, since 
operating currents are very high. The reO ecti vity of an optimally applied ohm ic con-
tact was measured in this program and found to be relatively low. Therefore, refl ec-
tive coatings, applied over regions of the diode not contacted, enhanced the li ght output 
more than ref1 ection from the con~acts. This problem is complicate d by the proble m 
of heat conduction from the diodes which occurs via the 'electr ical contact surfac es . 
Reductions in the width of electrica l contacts, to allow r eflecti ve c oatings , will increase 
operating temperature of the diode and , thereby , r educe the diode efficie ncy at a r ate 
of approximately 2.7% pe r degTee centigrade . Careful design opti m ization is necessary. 
The devices p r oduced under this program have most of the desi red characteristics 
sought. They are correct in form, having contacts on the side opp",s ite the l ight emis -
si on . They have demonstrated efficient ligM clii.~;;;; ; 0u. \~'Jb ::~ 7.. 7~~: !' .. .... :: :~ : : . . - ; , ': -.: < 
layers grown on a substrate of diverse material. This gi ves the th ,; rmal characteris -
tics and low absorption desired. The emission wavel ength and bandwidth of the diod es 
fabr icated was not that desired fo r Nd:YAG pumping. The emiSsi o" waveiength is re a d-
ily achievable through control of the active layer a luminum content'. However , the emis -
sion bandwidth is not so tractable and will r equire further experi!!1' !!b-ti!")~ , Th~ !?~~ i,, ­
sion bandwidth of the devices produced are tolerable, but an irnrl' c.\ '~' 0!!1"D.t i.n till" [11 U!1[) -
ing effiCiency would be achieved by a reduction in bandwidth . 
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Section 5 
NEW TE CHNOLOGY 
5.1 EPITAXIAL GROWTH OF GaAlAs on GaP 
Liquid pbase epitaxial growth of GaAlAs on single crystal GaP has been success-
fully performed. Additionally , active p-type and n-type G aAlAs layers have been grown 
in light emitting diode structures, which have performed with a maxi mum of 2. 7% effi -
ciency from a planar diode into an ai r interface. This efficiency exceeds the average 
efficiency achieved with presently used technology by a factor of 2.5. 
This technological advance is significant because it reduces diode processing 
cost while improving performance . The cost saving stems from the elimination of the 
tedious and precise lapping operation presently used and required to remove light ab-
sorbing semiconductor substrates . Since GaP is transparent to the emitted radiation, 
it can be left on the diode . 
5.2 MINTII1UM BA NDGA P LED STRUCTURE 
A new type of structure called a minimum bandgap (MBG) stru c~ure has been suc-
cessfully grO\\11 on GaP (I ll ) substrates . This structure should pro-:ide greatly im-
proved e;.,.-ternal quantum efficiencies using appropri ate device geom ::tries . The name 
of this new structure (;,[GB) derives from the characteris t ic that all of the GaAL,-\s out -
side the region where radiative recombination occurs has an ener;;)" bandgap larger 
than that of the ac tive r e gion. Because of this, the peak energy of , ~ -3 light emitted in 
the active r egion is less thar: the absorption edge of the material O l1~ -.ide the active layer; 
hence, light produced in the active region will not be strongly abso l'':.ed outside the active 
layer. The MBG structure is shovvn schematically in Figure 2- 3. 
5.3 TECHNIQUES FOR FABRICATI00l" OF DOMED LEDs 
A new technique for fo r ming hemispheri cal device structures \" -, ,8 developed fo r 
the GaP-GaAlAs devi.ces . Efficiencies of 5.5% were observed on th dome shaped de -
vices. This technique which is sui table for vol ume production is de~ cribed in detail 
in Appendix A , 
5. 4 LED PUMP ARRAY DESIGN AND ASSEMBLY 
The design and execution of the L ED pump ar r ays described in :tlis report are new . 
The use of plated s eries circuitr y on berylium oxide boards , COnfOTr:ling in length and 
width to the laser mode volume, r epresents a technological advanc e . Th is is also true 
for the technique of simultaneous reflow of preplated solder connections on the entire 
array. These concepts and processes are completely described in _-\ppendix B. 
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Section 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
It is concluded from this program that efficient GaAlAs diodes, grown by liquid 
ep1t.aXY on \..)a~ 8IDg!e cryS1:a! SUDsrrates, are !eaSlOle. 
These experiments have shown the MBG diode structure can yi~ld increased effi-
ciency over the conventional diode structure. The most efficient dilJldes produced on 
this program have reached 80% of the ideal performance as descrimd in Subsection 
3.1. 2. The efficiency achieved on some material, during the very Li mited number of 
growth runs throughout this program, was better than that of the p-r-1!sently used GaAlAs 
diodes. Therefore, efforts· to grow these diodes in production quanti ties are desirable. 
However it must also be concluded that problems of layer cracking a'le to strain are not 
compl etely sol ved. (reference Section 3 ,1) 
Secondly, it may be concluded that fabrication of the "back-com8.ct" diode struc-
ture is feasible, and that no insurmountable prohlems exist in placi"1g these diodes in 
closely packed, carefully aligned arrayS". Additionally, no factors ~xist which would 
cause this fabric ation cost or array assembly cost to be disproportionately higher than 
that of the presently used diodes. (r eference Appendix B) 
The rel ationship between a luminum concentrat ion , doping den s i:y , and contact r esi s-
tance is now know"U to a sufficient extent that contact resistance ca.::: ! j e m inimized. The 
necessity for cleM, oxide - fre e surfaces prior to metallurgy appli c :·~ ':' on bas been demon-
strated (reference Subsection 3. 2) 
To date , no conclusion can be draw"U about the use of low mel i:g point glass in 
laser de vice construction, s ince the information gained in this pro;,::-am is not exhaus-
tive. No characteristics of the glass preclude its use , but insuffic ·:~ i.lt data exists con-
cerning its life properties to draw conclusions at present. (refer e nc e Section 3.4) 
Optimized device structur es m ay include reflective coatings on si de surfaces . 
The faces on which the electrical contacts are placed will not have j'cfiective coatings 
since the difference in reflectivi.ty is les8 than 25% and it .is import :.n t to have broad 
contact surfaces for thermal conduction. 
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Section 7 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER ACTIVITY 
Diode yield rates during this research phase have been low. Although it is not an 
\.lU"AP"""~ o~~ua~~vu ~u ~5iu W~LU a ivw yl~lI..i, oue Improvement, willcn would increase 
yield and should be sought, is the avoidance of layer cracking of the epitaxial layers, 
which spoiled othe rwise useful wafers. This effect can probably bE associated with the 
total thickness of the epitaxy in such a way that, by limiting thickness, it can be avoided. 
This poss ibility should be pursued further. 
The most important subjects for further investigation are: 
1) Improvement in epita.xial surface quality. Present surfac'3 s are frequently 
too rough for the application of photoresists. This has m ::de diode process -
ing difficult. 
2) Causes and elimination of l ayer cracking 
3) Establishing conditions for (100) surface growth. It is beHeved, on the 
basis of experience with GaAs, that (100) grov.'th would r educe etch prob-
lems. 
4) Further optim ization of interna l quantum effici e ncy. Gro',' ths to ~date have 
not established a r ecogni zable relations hip betwe en efficie:,cy and a lwninwn 
concentration , cooling r ate , or gro wth temperature . (rci<;- rence Subsec-
tion 3. 1) 
As previously indicated , i solation diffusion is a technique of di:·cIe fabr icat ion \\ hich 
could al so have been tried , rather tha n mesa e tching. This alterr.'o:.B course should be 
pursued because this technique may enable the processing of wafel' :' whic h have a slightly 
rougher surface than required for etch techniques , and because etc'': depth contr ol r e -
quirements on ve r y thin epUa..,-'Y are stringent. No untried te chnolc ~:,' is r equired fo r 
this procedure - only the application of prev iously proven tech.niq~ · ; s to the Dew mater-
ial. 
Most importantly, work should DOW be purs ued to utilize the a rln nces made in 
this research to produce larger quantities of the diodes. Enough of these diodes should 
be produced to build several arrays for test in laser devices, and to establish e:-..'i e Ds ive 
lifetime and performance data. 
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Appendix A 
GaP DOMED DIODE PRE PARA TION 
Concurrent with the ~OI1T~A of thilOl · inV"lOltiO' .. ~i,., .... <> "" .... ~~ __ ...I ...... ..,.l~ .,.. ~~~,.~ .. 
hemispherical dollIeD of Gi1P. T uc uOcrUtuCOO- v~ ltclll i.~ piI~~·{~ ~~~-;-lorLi::u ~truc­
tures bas been previously s ho"WIl° . The GaP domes for this program were formed in 
the following m anner: 
1) Bond two Ga P wafe r s , of t hi ckness t , together with glyc ol ptha late 
2) Dic e the wafer produced in 1) into cubes with sides of 2 t 
3) Ball mill cubes into spheres 
4) Polish spheres with a chemical etc h , i. e . , 1:1 He1 : H2 ~ 
5) Separate spheres into hemispheres by heating o r dissolvi ' g 
away the glyc ol pthalate. 
An exa mple of such a hemisphere is shown in Figur e A- I. T his struc ture was 
used with LED laye r s with graded compositions . 
On run P 209 , a graded layer , diodes were formed into a hem!spherical dome 
configuration. The Ga1 - xAlxAs layers were etched to form an x-y linear arr ay of 
150fLm x 200fLm mesas on 250fLm centers . The wafers were then cut into t,vo small 
pieces and cemented together, such that the Ga1 - xAlxAs m esas of 03.ch piece we re 
touching. Since the total growth , plus GaP substrates, was about ti 23 fL m , the cubes 
were cut 0 . 125 em on a side. Quantum efficiency was measured, us ing a calibrated Si 
cell , and an electrical contact to the diode was made via pointed nl !)ta l probes using a 
micromanipulator . This method resulted in both a large and nonli L':!ar contact r esistanc e , 
which limits the current to about 10 - 20 mA through the diode . E \" ~m unde r the l ow cur-
rent density condition, one diode yiel ds a quantum efficiency of abc-u t 5.5%, which com -
pares favorably with previously publishe d values 8 . This r esult c l(:urly demonstrates 
the use of GaP substrates lead to much improved LED devices. 
f 
\ 
F igure A -l. Ga P Hemis phe r es 
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Appendix B 
PROCEDURE FOR DEVICE FABRICAT ION 
When the LED-structure has been proven, the following procedure, for making 
ohmic contacts on the c;:rystal wafer and for packaging, was appi iea. 
B-l. APPLICATION OF " pn_TYP E ME T ALLURGY 
For applying a p- type ohmic contact on gallium aluTIlinum a r senide , the wafer is 
placed on a ho t stage inside a vacuum evapo r ator. The temper ature of the hot stage 
is controlled by a thermocouple inserted into the wafer bolde r. Prio r to evapor ation 
of a gold- zinc alloy film of a 1000A onto the wafer surface, the wafe r bolder , bot 
s tage , and the wafer are masked appropriately with an aluminum m::tSk . The gold - zinc 
alloy is usually evaporated, witb the waier at a temper atur e between 200 0 C and 300 0 C . 
Aiter evaporation of tbe alloy , the wafer is cooled in a nitr ogen atr.lOspher e . 
B-2. PHOTOPROCESSTNG AND ETCHING OF "P"- TYPE :METALL URGY PATTERN 
After tbe p - type metallurgy has been applied on the wafer J KT7R - photoresist is 
us ed for establishing a 150 )-Lm wide stripe pattern by uSing photolithography . Prior 
to photoresist exposure, the KTFR is prebaked, at about 1000 C. Afte r developing and 
inspection of the KTFR -pattern i t is postbaked at about 125 0 C . 
Etchillg of the gold-zinc alloy film, for establish ing the p-cod:!c t pattern , involves 
a metal etchant comprised of potassium iodide , W::ltAr . iorlin", . .<>nrl ,", ornan,.,} 'T'hA ,,~-
wanted alloy film is removed comple ely by a controll ed etchin g . ::F.d tlie process is 
monitored and observed under the microscope . After inspection c:: t he metallurgical 
etch pattern on the \vaier. the KTFR is r emoved by meOL.5 of a sui: :. t,le f.1~l\J\:01· '::B i:'ll. 
s t r ipper . The unfinished wafer is then inspected to guarantee qU::L,:~i tativc r emoval of 
the KTFR . 
B- 3. PHOTOPROCESSING AND ETCHL -G OF 250 f.J..m WIDE MESA :JIODES O~ THE WAFER 
The wafer is processed , as outlined in Section II , except on 8. nas k yielding 250 fLm 
wide mesa diodes is used for KTFR - exposure . The mesa mask has to be aligned in 
such a way that the 150 )-Lm wide p- metallurgy stripe is just within the 250 fLm opening-
that is offset to one side . 
B-1 
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0.0250 em Open ing 
--j r--- 0.0 125 em P.Metaliurgy 
After exposure, de veloping , and post baking of the resist the wafer is moun ted \\'ith 
black wax on a glass substr ate so that the peripher y of the wafer is also protected fro m 
the etchant with wax . The mesa diodes are then etched with a br omi ne -methanol s olu-
tion under suita ble illumination. The un masked p-region of gallium aluminum ar seni de 
(approximately 10 microns thick) i s then removed by the etchant. Afte r removal o f the 
wafe r fr om the glass substrate and dissol vi ng the black wax completely in trichlor-
ethylene , the KTFR is stripped with 100 photor esist stripper . Wafer inspection follows 
and the wafer is passed on fo r application of the n- type metallur gy . 
B - 4. APPLICATION OF "N" - TYPE METAL LURGY 
Prior to evaporation of gold germanium nickel alloy , a metal ma sk is aligned \vhich 
properly defines t he m eta llizabon patte r n for the n- contacts . The previous ly applied 
p-type meta llurgy and the mesa diodes are covere d , and the opening of the metal mask -
is centered over "+" signs etched into the wafer during the proces:- s tep outlined in 
Step B . 4.3 above. Th e "+" signs serve as alignment aid . 
Plus Sign Ce ntered In 
Opening o f Mask 
After proper alignment of the mask, wafe r final inspecti on of t1e complete mask-
wafer holder assembly takes pl ace . The assembly is then placed O.i the hot stage , in-
side the vacuum chamber . The chamber is evacuated and evaporation of the gold ger -
manium nickel alloy is accomplished , with the wafer a t a temperature of about 160 0 C. 
Afte r evaporation of the alloy , the wafer is cooled down in a nitrogr:n atmosphere and 
removed from the mask and wafer hol der . 
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B-5. CONTACT ALLOYING 
Contact alloying is carried out, under forming gas. in a tube furnace having a 
temperature in the range between 4000 C to 5000 C. Aft e r contact alloy ing, the wafer is 
Inspected and stored for further processing. 
B-6. RE MOVA L OF PART OF THE GaP-SUBSTRATE FROM PROCESSED WAF ER 
The wafer is mounted on an adjustable polishing fixture, with the processed sur-
face down on the lapping block . The GaP substra te is then lapped, Guccessively , witr. 
3 micron and 0.3 mi cron oxide slurry to achieve a 4 to 5 mil thick n-layer of gallium 
phosphide. T he final fi nis h is a mechanically polis hed n-l ayer of gallium pho?phi de ~ 
forming the LED- window. 
B-7. WAFER CUTTING INTO DIODE BAR At-m DEVICE SEPARA..TION 
T he individual diodes, with dimensions 250 fLID by 0. 25 em , are cut ,vith a st r ing 
saw, by mounting the wafer \';ith the isolated p - and n- regions upside down. The sawed 
edges of tbe indi vidual diodes a r e then etched briefly with a bromine methanol solution 
to r emove mechanical damage caused by cutting. Afterwar ds , de vice s a r e r insed in 
m ethanol and subsequently in acetone. 
B- 8. P LATL 'G OF BERYLLTIIM OXIDE CARRIER BOARDS 
T he beryllium oxide carrier boards, used for diode mounting, a re coated by sput-
t ering successively thin l aye rs of chrom ium, nickel, and gold. On top of the sputtered 
gold layer, a 1. ;) to -! micron thick gold laye r is deposited electroi:; i ically . Then the 
metallization pattE:rn is etched out , utilizing photolithographic tech:.lques . Finany , a 
lead- tin alloy film is deposited on the gold p3.ds . 
B-9 . REF LOW SOLDERING OF DIODE CHIPS TO CARRIER BOA l';J 
Prior to device mounting with a Kulicke and Soffa v:edge bond R!" : th? h e.:ltine; r.nlllmn 
of the bonder is set to 2000 C, and the ,,-edge temperature a t about GO O° C. The '>',' eight 
fo'r wedge compression bonding is also properly adjusted . The di odes can then be mounted 
on the board after a line is scribed 150 fLm from the edge of the aE',de side of the board 
connection pattern. A light coating of Indalloy flux is applied on the metal pads of the 
board, prior to chip pOSitioning. This i1u..'C will held the ~!:~~~ !:.::::::;::~ :::~·:'· ::::-i ::-. r;~::::!;:~:-. 
aiter chip positioning parallel to the scribed line along the anode s ide of the device. 
The wedge bonding ti.p is the n placed in the center of the chip and hd d until a slight re -
flow around the edges of the chip is observed. After withdrawal of the wedge tip and 
r emoval of the board from the bonder, tl1e diodes are cleaned with trichlorethylene to 
r emove the solderflu..'C , The devi ces are then ready for testing . 
B-3 
Additional external leads of nickel. for anode and cathode ctltul:ections. can be a 
added. by first tinning the leads with 60 /40-solder. and by soldering these leads to 
the pads of the hybrid board. with the same procedure used far chlp mounting. 
Figure B-1 shows the vacuum evaporator. Figure B-2 shows the hot stage and 
evaporation filament insIde the vacuum chamber. Figure B-3 shows the furnace set 
up for contact alloying. Figure B-4 shows the adjustable lapping md polishing fixture 
and the fixture for wafer and mask holding during evaporation. 
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Figure B- l. Vacuum Evaporator 
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Figure B-2. Hot Stage and Filament 
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Figure B-4 . Ad justable Lapping &. Pol ishing Fixt.:r e, 
and Fixture for Holding y\ afer and Mask During Eva ;:>:J r a tion 
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